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Dankwoord.

Dit proefschrift wordt voorgesteld aan Prof. M. Vervenne, rector van de Katholieke

Universiteit Leuven, Prof. M. Waer, vice-rector van de groep Biomedische Wetenschappen en

Prof. B. Himpens, decaan van de Faculteit Geneeskunde.

Een  eerste  woord  van  dank  gaat  uit  naar  mijn  promotor,  Prof.  Flameng.  Zijn  expertise,

ervaring en gedrevenheid, zowel op wetenschappelijk vlak als in de klinische zorg voor

patienten, zijn voor mij steeds de belangrijkste bron van inspiratie en motivatie geweest. De

twee voltijdse jaren in het labo, de ontelbare uren van plannen en uitvoeren van experimenten,

kijken naar resultaten en maken van analyses, en de (vaak ook ontelbare) uren aan de

operatietafel, zijn niet vruchteloos geweest. Het leeuwendeel van mijn huidige kennis over

fundamenteel wetenschappelijk onderzoek en klinische cardiale heelkunde ben ik aan hem

verschuldigd.

Vervolgens wil ik Prof. Herijgers bedanken. Hij heeft er mee voor gezorgd dat ik gelanceerd

kon worden in een opleiding die wetenschappelijk onderzoek en kliniek combineert en is mij

gedurende al de daaropvolgende jaren blijven steunen. Zij het een wetenschappelijk probleem,

zij het een klinisch probleem, hij is altijd (en dit is letterlijk altijd) beschikbaar met raad en

daad.

Mijn  dank  gaat  ook  uit  naar  Prof.  Verbeken,  de  co-promotor  van  dit  proefschrift,  voor  het

steeds correcte en volledige anatomopathologisch nazicht van de klepweefsels. Ik ben geboeid

geraakt door de precisie en het conclusieve karakter van goed histologisch onderzoek. Dank

ook aan Prof. Meyns voor het vertrouwen en de klinische opleiding. Dank aan Prof. Sergeant

niet alleen voor de gestructureerde training in coronairchirurgie maar ook voor de (zo

mogelijk nog meer gestructureerde) inzichten in multivariaatanalyse. Dank aan Prof. Daenen,

lid van de examenjury voor dit proefschrift, onder wiens leiding ik aan de opleiding

hartchirurgie kon beginnen.

Ik  wil  heel  wat  mensen  uit  het  Laboratorium voor  Experimentele  Cardiale  Heelkunde  (toen

nog  CEHA)  en  uit  het  ziekenhuis  bedanken.  Het  (bijna  zekere)  risico  van  een  lijstje  is
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bepaalde personen te vergeten, maar toch een poging: Veerle en Kristof, zonder jullie

dagdagelijkse werk, inzet en enthousiasme zou er van deze thesis niet veel terecht gekomen

zijn (en het zou ook simpelweg niet plezierig zijn op het labo te werken); Magda; André;

John; dr. Ozaki and dr. Tanoue, thanks for the many hours in the lab and thanks for the

introduction to japanese culture (and food); Monique; Hilde; Geofrey; Margriet; Evi; Carine.

Dank aan alle collega’s, assistenten, verpleegkundigen van de verpleegafdelingen, het OK,

perfusionisten,…. Ik vergeet ongetwijfeld nog vele anderen.

Ik dank de mensen van de examenjury, Prof. Hazekamp (Leiden), Prof. Maessen (Maastricht),

Prof.  Van  Den  Oord,  Prof.  Herregods  en  Prof.  Daenen.  Dank  ook  aan  het  Fonds  voor

Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (F.W.O.-Vlaanderen) voor de onderzoeksbeurs tijdens de eerste

jaren.

Boven mijn interesse in wetenschappelijk onderzoek en boven mijn gedrevenheid in een

klinische functie, staat datgene wat veruit het belangrijkste is in mijn leven: mijn vrouw en

kinderen. Ik draag dit werk dan ook op aan hen. Bedankt, Goedele, Arthur, Helena,

en…diegene die binnenkort van zich zal laten horen. Neen, Chris, we weten nog niet wat het

is ! Dank aan mijn ouders voor de steun en de mogelijkheden mij te laten (blijven) studeren.

Dank ook aan mijn schoonouders: een avondje of weekend met de kleinkinderen…wat is er

mooier dan dat !

Ik hoop ten zeerste dat dit proefschrift geen eindpunt is maar eerder een begin. Het is een eer

en  een  genoegen  om  in  een  academisch  centrum  als  UZ  Leuven  op  de  dienst  Cardiale

Heelkunde te kunnen werken.
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Introduction.

Surgical replacement of heart valves with artificial devices has revolutionized the care of

patients with valvular heart disease. In the past decades, countless models of substitute heart

valves have been developed and investigated, and the technology of their design and

manufacture has progressively improved. Nevertheless, an ideal valve replacement device has

not been achieved.

Heart valve substitutes are of two principal types: mechanical prosthetic valves with

components manufactured of non-biologic material (e.g., polymer, metal, carbon) or tissue

valves which are constructed, at least in part, of either human (homografts) or animal tissue

(xenografts, bioprostheses). At least 275.000 valves are implanted worldwide each year, of

which we presently estimate that approximately 55% are mechanical and 45% are tissue, with

a clear trend towards increasingly greater usage of tissue valves over the past several years

(1).

1. Bioprosthetic heart valves.

Tissue valves are used since the early 1960s, when aortic valves obtained fresh from human

cadavers were transplanted to other individuals (2). Less than a decade later, chemically

preserved tissue valves (termed “bioprostheses”) are first implanted (3). The term

“bioprosthesis” usually denotes a valve which is chemically treated and mounted on a stent.

Today, stented glutaraldehyde-preserved porcine aortic valves and bovine pericardial

bioprosthetic valves are used extensively. Although tissue valve substitutes have certain

advantages over mechanical valves, their durability is limited (4).

Mechanical and tissue valves differ in their major causes of failure. Specifically, mechanical

prosthetic valves are associated with substantial risk of systemic thromboemboli and

thrombotic occlusion, largely owing to nonphysiologic surfaces and flow abnormalities

created by one or more rigid occluders. To minimize this risk, chronic anticoagulation therapy

is required in all mechanical valve recipients. However, systemic anticoagulation renders

patients vulnerable to potentially serious hemorrhagic complications. Thus, the combined risk

of thromboembolic complications and hemorrhage constitutes the principal disadvantage of
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mechanical prosthetic valves. In contrast to mechanical valves, tissue valves maintain a low

rate of thromboembolism without anticoagulation (5). Their central pattern of flow

approximates that of the natural heart valves and their cusps are composed of valvular or

nonvalvular animal tissue, which is typically more thromboresistant and biocompatible than

synthetic materials. However, valve failure with structural dysfunction owing to progressive

tissue deterioration, including calcification and noncalcific damage, is a serious disadvantage

which undermines the attractiveness of tissue valve substitutes and limits their use in younger

patients (5). Currently, most clinical heart centers use bioprosthetic valves in patients aged 65-

70 years or older. The lifespan of current bioprostheses in this age group is around 12-15

years, meaning that these patients will have reached the 8th or 9th decade of life at the moment

of bioprosthetic valve failure, or have deceased from other causes. When the cut-off age of 70

years is respected, the percentage of patients presenting for re-replacement of a dysfunctional,

degenerated bioprosthesis is extremely low (6). Implanting bioprosthetic valves in younger

patients results in a certain occurrence of valve degeneration within a time frame of several

years. Valve calcification in children under the age of 15 can occur within 2 years (7).

Unfortunately, it is precisely the younger aged patient who would benefit the most from the

avoidance of life-long anticoagulation. Therefore, further research towards the creation of a

tissue valve with life-long durability even in young patients is absolutely necessary. In order

to accomplish this goal, we must obtain accurate and reliable insights into the mechanisms

and factors that control and influence degeneration and calcification in current bioprostheses.

2. Calcification in bioprosthetic heart valves.

Bioprosthetic heart valves fail due to calcification and non-calcific deterioration. Non-calcific

damage relates to the occurrence of valve dysfunction in area’s not affected by deposition of

calcific aggregates. Cuspal tears or perforations in uncalcified parts, pannus overgrowth,

leaflet retraction or dehiscence are examples of non-calcific damage (8). Calcification and

non-calcific deterioration may occur independently of one another, or they may be

synergistic.

Calcification of bioprosthetic valves has determinants related to 1) host metabolism; 2)

implant structure and chemistry and 3) mechanical factors, with several complex and poorly

understood interactions (1). Within this thesis manuscript, the main focus lies on the

calcification of the aortic wall portion present in several types of bioprosthetic valves.
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The  first  part  of  the Discussion is attributed to an overview of existing knowledge on

mechanisms of bioprosthetic valve calcification. Basic  principles of biomineralization will be

reviewed, as well as all possible sources for calcification in valve tissue and the influencing

factors. Also existing strategies towards prevention of calcification are discussed.

3. Stented and stentless bioprostheses.

Most commercially produced tissue valves are mounted on and supported by a metal or

plastic stent, typically with three posts (called struts) and surrounded by a sewing cuff at the

base. Both stent and sewing cuff facilitate surgical implantation with secure fixation and

permit  valve  use  in  either  the  semilunar  (aortic/pulmonary)  or  atrioventricular

(mitral/tricuspid) valve sites. Thus, these so-called stented bioprostheses are hybrid structures,

partly biologic (i.e., the cuspal and wall tissue) and partly synthetic (i.e., the stent often

covered by fabric and sewing ring).

Stented valves can reveal high postoperative transvalvular gradients, mainly in the smaller

sizes. High gradients and low effective orifice area can be due to suboptimal leaflet opening at

low  flow  rates  and  to  the  obstructive  nature  of  the  sewing  ring  and  stent.  In  1988,  a  new

bioprosthetic valve type is introduced to clinical practice: the stentless valve, composed of

animal valvular or non-valvular tissue and designed as an implantable valve without the

presence of a metal or plastic stent. The introduction of stentless valves was triggered by

observational studies of cryopreserved aortic homografts, which showed superior

hemodynamic results compared to the first generation stented porcine bioprostheses (9). The

removal of the stent hypothetically brings several advantages: a) a larger valve can be

implanted into a given size of aortic annulus; b) the distensibility and dynamic nature of the

aortic annulus is preserved; c) it is possible to remodel the native aortic root and preserve the

sinotubular junction.

The stentless aortic valves are designed to – theoretically – provide superior hemodynamic

performance, thereby enabling more complete regression of left ventricular hypertrophy and

improving overall clinical outcome (10). In recent years, a large body of evidence has been

presented in the medical literature on the safety and efficacy of stentless aortic valves (11;12).

Several case series and retrospective studies have demonstrated low gradients and large valve

areas after implantation of the stentless valves in the aortic position resulting in excellent

hemodynamic performance. However, in the initial studies, stentless valves are placed against
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the earliest first-generation stented valves (e.g. Hancock). The advent of the second- and

third-generation stented valves, with improved design, has changed the optimism around the

stentless valves (13-15). In the Discussion we will focus further on actual clinical results and

hemodynamic performance of currently used stentless valves.

4. The aortic wall portion in bioprosthetic valves.

It is probably fair to say that more then 85% of the existing literature on bioprosthetic valve

calcification focuses exclusively on calcification of the cusps. Despite the fact that even the

earliest first generation stented bioprostheses have small parts of aortic wall incorporated, the

calcification that occurs in this wall portion has never been of real interest to researchers. This

changed with the introduction of stentless prostheses. Inherent to their design, stentless

bioprostheses incorporate a large portion of porcine aortic wall. And more importantly, it is

precisely this aortic wall portion to which many of the possible theoretical advantages of

stentless valves are attributed to: extensibility of the root mimicking dynamic native root

behaviour, presence of extensible aortic sinuses with favourable effects on stress cuspal

distribution during diastole, possibility to perform root replacement, possibility to oversize,

etc. It is not the goal of this manuscript to elaborate on the principles and possible benefits or

disadvantages of stentless valve design, but it is clear that if the abundantly present aortic wall

calcifies, many of the possible advantages will disappear (16;17). As we will demonstrate

through the existing literature, the largest benefit of a stentless valve can be achieved when

the valves are used in their full root configuration (performing root replacement). In this

configuration, a major part of porcine aortic wall is exposed to the patient and becomes at risk

for mineralization.

The extensive research efforts towards cusp calcification has not been without result: several

effective antimineralization treatments that prevent cuspal calcification have been developed.

Unfortunately, none of the currently available treatments is able to adequately prevent aortic

wall calcification in stentless grafts. Preventive strategies against calcification will probably

differ for the cusp and for the wall portion.
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5. Experimental models.

The most widely used experimental models are orthotopic pulmonary, tricuspid or mitral

replacements in sheep or calves and isolated tissue samples implanted subcutaneously in

young, rapidly growing mice, rabbits, or rats. In both circulatory and non-circulatory models,

bioprosthetic tissue calcifies progressively with a morphology similar to that observed in

clinical specimens, but with markedly accelerated kinetics.

The subcutaneous model has emerged as a technically convenient and economically

advantageous vehicle for investigating host and implant determinants and mechanisms of

mineralization, as well as for screening potential strategies for inhibition of calcification.

Unfortunately, results from subcutaneous models are not always reproduced in larger animal

models involving hemodynamic stress and blood contact.

Despite  the  potential  of  in  vitro  models  to  generate  some  degree  of  calcification  in

biomaterials, in vitro systems have not been generally useful in this regard. In the Discussion

we will further elaborate on our view of existing models, their validity and possible use.

6. Study objectives.

General goal of the present work is to gain further insights in the process of calcification of

the  porcine  aortic  wall.  A  simplified  sheep  model  for  the  study  of  wall  calcification  is

evaluated. We study the early phases of wall mineralization to detect the initial nucleators.

The effect of possible influencing factors (species, arterial pressure, valve design, recipient

age, blood contact, implant duration) is studied. High resolution CT-scanning is evaluated as a

technique to visualize wall calcification in three dimensions. Strategies towards prevention

are screened: current clinically used antimineralization techniques, new experimental

techniques, acellularization, etc. Finally, alternatives for the glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine

aortic wall are studied: dye-mediated photo-oxidation, porcine pulmonary wall, bovine

jugular vein and bovine pericardium. Specific objectives are summarized here:

1. To provide an extensive literature review concerning current knowledge on

bioprosthetic tissue calcification. This review includes basic principles of

biomineralization, possible sources or initiators of calcification in biological heart

valves, influencing factors or processes and strategies towards prevention. This
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literature review is written in the first part of the Discussion and it covers published

data from over 125 experimental and clinical papers.

2. To develop a simplified model for aortic wall calcification. Aortic wall calcification

can accurately be studied in valve replacement models in large animals. Chapter 3

reveals our own model in detail. The observed calcification in these models is

reproducible and mimics clinically observed results. Unfortunately, these experiments

are complex, expensive and time-consuming. Also there is no possibility to implant

several (differentially treated) samples into one animal. In large animal studies, one

animal equals one valve type. If we want to study differently treated wall samples, in

larger numbers, with different implant durations a simplified model is needed. In

Chapters 2 and 4, we describe our results with implantation of small aortic wall

fragments into the neck vessels of growing sheep.

3. To visualize histologically the most early stages of aortic wall calcification. Aortic

wall calcification as observed clinically or experimentally (in large animal models)

always represent an advanced stage of calcification. Large calcific aggregates, without

any distinction between cell remnants or elastic fibers, cross the different layers of the

aortic wall. In such explants, it is impossible to identify the original nuclei from which

the calcification initiated. Through planned explantations – serially in time – with

early explantations, in a simplified model, we try to identify the most early nucleating

sites of wall mineralization. This item is addressed in Chapter 2.

4. To  study  the  effect  of  host-  and  implant-related  factors  on  aortic  wall

calcification. Both from a purely experimental standpoint, as from the clinical

situation, there are several possible influencing factors that need attention.

a. Species. Many reports rely completely on results from implantations of porcine

aortic wall fragments subcutaneously in rats. We have performed our own rat

implants and compared them with sheep subcutaneous and sheep blood contact

samples. Results are collected in Chapter 2.

b. Blood contact. The effect of blood exposure to porcine aortic wall tissue is

studied: Chapter 2.
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c. Age. Although age is an undisputed factor in clinical tissue valve degeneration

(see Discussion), it has only rarely been investigated experimentally. The

effect of animal age on bioprosthetic tissue calcification is shown in Chapter 5.

d. Implant duration. Chapter 2 covers the results from serially explanted aortic

wall samples in the simplified model. Chapter 5 contains data comparing 3

months and 6 months explants in large animal models of valve replacement.

e. Valve design. Chapter 5 shows the difference in aortic wall calcification in

stented versus stentless valves.

f. Arterial pressure. Hemodynamic stress is important for cusp calcification (see

Discussion), but the effect of stress on wall mineralization has not been

established. Chapter 2 covers this item.

5. To study aortic wall calcification in stentless prostheses with new modalities for

3D-imaging. Examining  explanted  stentless  tissue  valves  with  a  64-slice  CT-scan

enables to produce clear radiographic images every 0,4mm. Goal was to visualize the

exact location and distribution of the calcific plate in the aortic wall portion. In a non-

destructive  way,  the  valve  is  examined  as  a  whole  and  3D-color  reconstructions  are

made. Chapter 6 contains representative results from the multi-slice CT-scanning and

3D-reconstructions.

6. To study possible strategies towards prevention of wall calcification. The question

remains whether aortic wall calcification can be avoided. Several existing treatments

are extensively investigated and new treatment strategies are explored.

a. Clinically used antimineralization treatments. The database of sheep valve

implantations is studied towards the success of 7 different antimineralization

treatments. Table 1 summarizes the investigated valves and their respective

treatments. Chapter 5 covers all results.

b. Effect of acellularization of aortic wall tissue. Driven by the results from the

earlier experiments, where cells and cellular remnants (from the abundantly

present smooth muscle cells) seem to provide an important focus of initial

calcification. Acellularized samples (with additional fixation techniques) are

examined towards their anticalcification potential. The results are described in

Chapters 2 and 4.
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7. Alternatives for glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine aortic wall tissue. Four separate

alternatives for the glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine aortic wall tissue are investigated.

Glutaraldehyde can be avoided and replaced by an alternative tissue fixation, namely

dye-mediated photo-oxidation. Also, it is possible to construct a stentless valve

without  the  use  of  porcine  aortic  wall  tissue.  The  properties  and  behaviour  of  1)

porcine pulmonary artery wall; 2) bovine jugular vein and 3) bovine pericardial tissue

are studied as a possible graft material to construct a stentless, conduit-like valve.

Results are discussed partially in Chapter 3, 4 and 5, while the Discussion summarizes

the findings.
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Chapter 2.

Porcine aortic wall calcification: influence of species, blood contact, arterial

pressure and tissue cellularity. Experimental studies in rat and sheep.

B. Meuris, S. Ozaki, P. Herijgers, E. Verbeken, W. Flameng.

This chapter summarizes the findings published in two papers.

Paper 1.

“Bioprosthetic tissue calcification: Influence of blood contact and arterial pressure. An

experimental study in rats and sheep.”

Presented at:

First Biennial Meeting of the Society for Heart Valve Disease, 2001; London, UK.

Published in:

J Heart Valve Dis 2003, 12:392-399.

Paper 2.

“Influence of species, environmental factors and tissue cellularity on calcification of

porcine aortic wall tissue.”

Presented at:

Fourth International Symposium on Stentless Bioprostheses, 2001; San Diego, USA.

Published in:

Semin Thor Cardiovasc Surg 2001, 13(Suppl 1):99-105.
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Porcine aortic wall calcification: influence of species, blood contact, arterial

pressure and tissue cellularity. Experimental studies in rat and sheep.

B. Meuris, S. Ozaki, P.Herijgers, E. Verbeken*, W. Flameng.

Center for Experimental Cardiac Surgery, Dept. of Cardiovascular Diseases and *Dept. of

Pathology, K.U.Leuven, Leuven, Belgium.

Abstract.
Objective. Valve tissue calcification has complex host, implant, and mechanical

determinants. We studied the influence of species (rat vs. sheep), environmental factors

(presence vs. absence of blood contact and arterial stress) and tissue cellularity (normal vs.

acellularized tissue) on porcine aortic wall mineralization.

Methods. Porcine aortic wall samples underwent standard glutaraldehyde-fixation. Samples

were implanted subcutaneously in rats (n=6) and in juvenile sheep (n=14). Furthermore, in

juvenile sheep, similar samples were implanted into the jugular vein (blood contact) and into

the carotid artery (blood contact and arterial stress). Serial explants were performed after 1

week,  2  weeks,  8  weeks  and  12  weeks.  Similar  porcine  aortic  wall  samples  underwent

acellularization through a combined method of enzymes (DNase, RNase) and a detergent

(Triton X-100). These samples were implanted into the jugular vein and carotid artery in all

sheep. All tissue samples were explanted and evaluated by X-ray, light- and electron-

microscopy and calcium content measurement (atomic absorption spectrometry). On the Von

Kossa staining, auto-fluorescence of elastic fibers was used to identify the relation between

calcific deposits and elastin.

Results. Subcutaneously implanted, glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue calcified severely in rat, but

much less in sheep (calcium content : 56,2  13,6 vs. 10,6  8,9 µg/mg respectively;

p<0,001). In sheep, the presence of blood contact (venous implants) increased wall

calcification significantly (38,4  14,8; p<0,001), but hemodynamic stress (arterial implants)

had no additional mineralizing effect on the aortic wall (p>0,05 vs. venous implants).

Calcification of glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue occurred predominantly at the level of cells and

cellular remnants, as confirmed by electron- and fluorescence-microscopy, locating calcific
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deposits in between elastic fibers. Acellularized tissue calcified significantly less, but an

inflammatory response towards the tissue led to fragmentation, lysis and subsequent

calcification which initiated at the level of damaged elastic fibers.

Conclusions. Results from subcutaneous implantations show large inconsistencies in

calcification between the species. In sheep, blood contact increases aortic wall calcification

significantly, while arterial stress has no additional effect. The sheep-jugular implantation

model can be used as a simplified model for further study of aortic wall calcification and new

antimineralization treatments. Calcification of glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall tissue is

initiated at the level of cellular remnants. Acellularization can avoid this cell-mediated

calcification, but an additional treatment (glutaraldehyde, cryopreservation, photo-fixation,…)

will be necessary to avoid the inflammation leading to tissue degradation and consequent

calcification.

Introduction.

Stentless porcine bioprostheses have demonstrated a more physiological behaviour compared

with traditional stented biological valves [1]. The stentless graft design resembles the native

aortic root anatomy, with a maintained extensibility of the aortic wall  portion. These unique

properties result in lower shear stress on the leaflets, lower resting and exertional

transvalvular pressure gradients with subsequent early regression of left ventricular

hypertrophy [2, 3]. These are all factors which theoretically can favourably influence long-

term survival and freedom from cardiac morbidity.

However, despite clinical follow-up exceeding 10 years now, no trend in favour of superior

durability for stentless valves has emerged yet [4, 5]. One of the main problems arising in

stentless porcine valves, is the calcification of the aortic wall portion, a phenomenon which

already had been predicted by several animal models [6, 7]. The actual biomechanical

relevance of the calcification and stiffening of the aortic wall is still unclear, but since most of

the possible advantages of stentless valves depend on wall extensibility, some adverse effects

have to be anticipated. Future developments in stentless valves will have to be focussed on the

prevention of this wall calcification. This will require more extensive research on the

pathophysiology of aortic wall calcification and on the potential influencing factors.

Several animal models have already been used to investigate aortic wall calcification, ranging

from simple subcutaneous rat models to more complex and expensive valve implantations in
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large animals. Next to the difference in species, the environmental factors in both types of

animal  model  are  completely  different.  In  rat  models  there  is  no  blood  contact  and  no

hydrodynamic stress, while in large animal models, both are present. In this study we

evaluated the actual influence of these environmental factors, and of the difference in species.

Next to standard glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue, also acellularized tissue was used, in order to

evaluate the influence of tissue cellularity on aortic wall mineralization.

Materials and methods.

Animals.

All animals were cared for by a veterinarian in accordance with the Guide for the care and

use Laboratory Animals as published by the National Institutes of Health. The study was

approved by the Ethical Committee of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. The rats were male

Sprague-Dawley rats, each aged 3-4 weeks. Juvenile sheep, aged 6-8 months, bred especially

for this purpose were selected.

Materials.

HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N’-2-2-ethanesulfonic acid), glutaraldehyde (8%,

electron microscopy grade solution), DNase (bovine pancreas), RNase Type I-AS (bovine

pancreas), Triton X-100 (tert-octylphenyl-polyoxyethylen) and chloral-hydrate were obtained

from Sigma-Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium. Further products for animal use were the following:

ketamine (Imalgene), fentanyl (Janssen Pharmaceutics, Beerse, Belgium), ampicilline

(Albipen LA, Mycofarm, Belgium), heparin (Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Brussels, Belgium).

Glutaraldehyde fixed aortic wall tissue.

Fresh porcine aortic roots were collected from a local abattoir. Pieces of aortic wall (2 x 1 cm)

were dissected and thoroughly rinsed in saline. All tissue fragments were treated in the same

way and subjected to the fixation procedure within 6h after removal of the hearts. The fixation

process consisted of two phases. First, all samples were put into a 0,6% glutaraldehyde

solution in 50 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7,4 at room temperature for 24h, under continuous

shaking. Afterwards, cross-linking was continued in 0,2% glutaraldehyde in the same buffer

for an additional 7 days. The samples were then stored in a 0,2% glutaraldehyde solution until

use for implantation. Immediately before implantation in sheep or rats, all tissue samples were

rinsed thoroughly in saline.
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Acellularized aortic wall tissue.

Similar fresh porcine aortic wall samples were collected. After removal of the adventitial fat,

cellular disruption was induced by rapid freezing and defrosting. The acellularization solution,

in which the tissue samples stayed for 48 hours (under continuous shaking), consisted of 20

µg/ml RNase, 0,2 mg/ml DNase and 1 % Triton X-100 in phosphate buffered saline.

Temperature was maintained at 37°C. Afterwards all samples were extensively rinsed in

phosphate buffered saline at 4°C. Immediately before implantation, all tissue samples were

rinsed thoroughly in saline.

Rat implantation.

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=6), aged 3-4 weeks, were anaesthetized by an intraperitoneal

injection of freshly prepared chloral-hydrate (400 mg/kg). Following disinfection, the skin of

the back was opened with six separate incisions (each 1 cm), parallel to the spinal column.

Three glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall samples were implanted (folding of the tissue was

carefully prevented) into a subcutaneous pouch, which was subsequently closed with a 5/0

polypropylene suture.

Sheep implantation.

The sheep (n=14) were premedicated with ketamine (10-20 mg/kg intramuscular). Anesthesia

was induced and maintained with halothane and nitrous oxide. Fentanyl was administered in

bolus doses as necessary to maintain anesthesia. Mechanical ventilation was instituted after

endotracheal intubation. Albipen LA (8 ml, intramuscular) was administered immediately

prior to the operative procedure.

Subcutaneous implants.

Several small subcutaneous pouches were made at the base of the neck. Three glutaraldehyde-

fixed samples were placed in separate pouches. Again, folding of the tissue was carefully

avoided.

Arterial and venous implants.

After shaving, disinfection and sterile draping, both the jugular vein and the carotid artery

were exposed. After full heparinization, the vessels were clamped and opened. In each animal,

two glutaraldehyde-fixed and two acellular pieces of aortic wall were implanted in both the

carotid artery and the jugular vein, both on the left as on the right side (this means in total 8

samples in the vein, and 8 in the artery in every animal). All sutures were continuous sutures

with Prolene 5/0. Four sheep were planned for early explantations (1 and 2 weeks).
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Explantation and analysis.

All rats were sacrificed at 8 weeks post-implantation. All samples were retrieved. The sheep

explantations were performed serially in time. Two sheep were sacrificed at one week and

two at two weeks (early explants). Six sheep survived 8 weeks. The remaining 4 sheep were

sacrificed at 12 weeks (late explants). This means that at different explant times, we have the

following number of sheep: 1 week (n=2), 2 weeks (n=2), 8 weeks (n=6) and 12 weeks (n=4).

At explantation, the sheep were premedicated and anaesthetized as before. Heparin (250

IU/kg) was administered and all samples were excised.

Gross examination and X-ray analysis.

All explanted samples were grossly inspected and colour photographs were taken. A

radiographic examination was performed in two directions under mammography conditions to

demonstrate possible major calcifications. After the X-ray examination, all tissue fragments

were divided for histological analysis, electron microscopy and calcium content measurement.

Histology.

For histology, samples were fixed in a buffered 6% formaldehyde solution. Specimens were

dehydrated in an ascending series of alcohol and finally embedded in paraffin. Sections (4

µm) were routinely stained with hematoxylin-eosin (HE), together with Masson’s trichrome

staining for collagen, elastic Von Giesson staining, phosphotungstic acid-hematoxylin

staining for fibrin, an alcian-blue staining and Von Kossa staining for calcium.

Fluorescence microscopy.

Elastic fibers can be visualized by their auto-fluorescence. This fluorescence technique helped

us to identify the exact location of the elastic fibers on the Von Kossa staining and the relative

involvement of elastic fibers and smooth muscle cells to wall mineralization could be judged.

Transmission electron microscopy.

Guided by the results of the light microscopy, small samples were taken and embedded in

DER (dow-epoxy-rhesin). Semi-thin sections (1 µm) were made and stained with toluidine

blue. Areas of interest were marked on these sections, after which ultrathin sections were cut

and stained uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The sections were also treated with 2% potassium

pyro-antimonate to demonstrate calcium. The grids were examined in a Philips CM10

electron microscope, and several photographs were taken.

Quantitative calcium determination.

Half of each explanted tissue sample was used for quantitative calcium measurement. After

lyophilization, the tissue was pulverized and heat-desiccated to a constant weight. The

pulverized tissue was solved in 20% hydrochloric acid (10 mg dried tissue / 1 ml HCl). The
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tissue calcium content was then measured using flame atomic absorption spectrometry, and

expressed as µg per mg dry weight.

Data management and statistical analysis.

Normal-probability-plots and the Shapiro-Wilks test for normality showed that the calcium

content data had a non-normal distribution. Consequently, data were expressed as median

interquartile range (IQR). The Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test was used for comparison between

the different groups. When the Kruskal-Wallis test yielded a p-value below 0,05, pairwise

comparison between groups was performed using the Mann-Whitney U test, with Bonferoni

correction.

Results.

All procedures, both sheep as rat implantations, were uneventful. All animals survived the

surgical procedure and remained in a good condition until the planned date of sacrifice. There

were no infectious problems. In the sheep model, the animals were sacrificed after 1 week

(n=2), 2 weeks (n=2), 8 weeks (n=6) and 12 weeks (n=4). All rats (n=6) were sacrificed after

8 weeks.

Early sheep implants (1 week and 2 weeks samples).

All glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall samples explanted from the sheep after 1 and 2 weeks

were free from calcification. A mild foreign body reaction evolved around the glutaraldehyde-

fixed implanted tissue but never invading the tissue. The acellularized tissue however already

revealed an important (mainly lymphocytic) inflammatory reaction invading the tissue.

All following results describe the findings in the later explants (8 weeks and 12 weeks).

Gross examination and X-ray analysis.

At gross examination and palpation, the glutaraldehyde-fixed samples explanted from the rat

and those explanted from the vessels in sheep showed clear signs of calcification, judged by

the relatively high stiffness of the retrieved tissue. The samples from the subcutaneous

position in sheep and also all the acellular aortic wall pieces, gave a soft and pliable

impression.

The X-ray analysis confirmed these findings. Eight weeks after subcutaneous implantation in

the rat, calcification can clearly be seen in the glutaraldehyde-fixed wall pieces. A similar X-

ray image was obtained from the glutaraldehyde-fixed samples from the vessels in sheep,

however the density of the mineralization seemed less compared with the rat results.  The
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glutaraldehyde-fixed samples, implanted subcutaneously in sheep and all acellularized aortic

wall samples showed no major calcification on X-ray.

Histology.

Rat; glutaraldehyde-fixed, subcutaneous implants.

In the rat subcutaneous model, all glutaraldehyde-fixed wall samples were quite intensively

calcified after 8 weeks, which is consistent with the findings of previous reports [8]. The Von

Kossa staining showed clear calcific deposits, mainly located in two bands, along the inner

(intimal) and outer layers of the tissue. Fig. 1 shows representative images of explanted

samples. Mineralization starts from the adventitia and intima, without a clear distinction

between the tissue layers: no specific pattern can be recognized.

Figure 1.
Both panels: Von Kossa stainings on explanted samples from the rat subcutaneous position.
Calcification is intense and occurs in two bands along the inner and outer limits of the tissue.
No specific pattern can be recognized.

Sheep; glutaraldehyde-fixed, subcutaneous implants.

All samples from the subcutaneous position in sheep showed a completely different pattern of

mineralization compared to rat explants. Only limited signs of calcification were noted.

Mineral deposits were noted mainly inside the tunica media. Only slight progression in time

was present when the 8- and 12-week explants were compared. Compared to the rat results,

the calcification of the aortic wall samples was certainly less in sheep. A non-infectious,

inflammatory response with macrophages and lymphocytes was present around the implanted

tissue. Fig. 2 shows an example of the Von Kossa staining.
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Figure 2.
Von Kossa staining on an explanted sample from the sheep subcutaneous position.
Calcification is clearly less compared to rat results. Calcification occurs in the tunica media.

Sheep; glutaraldehyde-fixed, venous implants.

These samples revealed quite intensive calcification in the media after 8 and 12 weeks.

Compared to the sheep subcutaneous implants, calcification was clearly more intense (Fig. 3,

left panel). The pattern of medial calcification was very similar in all explanted wall samples.

Calcium deposition was present in a striped pattern, parallel to the orientation of the elastic

lamellae in the aortic wall. In area’s of early calcification, the mineral deposits were

exclusively located in between elastic lamellae, as seen with the fluorescence-microscopy (Fig

3,  right  panel).  There  was  little  or  no  contribution  of  elastic  fibers  in  area’s  of  early  wall

calcification. In area’s of progressive increasing calcification, elastic fibers became affected

by the calcium deposition, they fragmented and eventually disappeared completely into the

calcific aggregate, in which no histological structure could be recognized anymore (Fig. 3,

middle panel). Inflammation was present around the implanted sample, but the inflammatory

cells did not invade the glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue.
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Figure 3.
Left panel: Von Kossa stainings on explanted samples from the sheep jugular vein.
Calcification is intense and occurs in the tunica media. A clear striped pattern can be
recognized. Middle panel: Region of advanced mineralization: calcification here involves all
structures without recognizable structures. Right panel: Fluorescence microscopy on the Von
Kossa staining of an area of early calcification, showing the black dots of calcium precisely in
between the nicely preserved elastic fibers.

Sheep; glutaraldehyde-fixed, arterial implants.

The results of these samples resembled completely the result of the venous explants : obvious

medial  calcification  after  8  and  12  weeks  (Fig.  4,  left  and  middle  panel).  Calcification  was

more pronounced, compared to the sheep-subcutaneous implanted wall pieces. The pattern of

calcium deposition was similar to that noted in the venous samples.

Figure 4.
Left and middle panel: Von Kossa  stainings  on  explanted  samples  from the  sheep  carotid
artery. Mineralization is similar to that observed in the jugular vein. Right panel: Electron
microscopy in an area of early calcification, showing calcium in between the elastic fibers.
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Acellular aortic wall samples in sheep and rat.

All acellularized aortic wall samples showed a completely different biological behavior

compared with the glutaraldehyde-fixed wall tissue. Overall wall calcification was less in all

implant positions.

However, calcification was not completely absent. Residual mineral deposits were noted in all

explanted  samples,  mainly  in  the  samples  from  the  rat  and  from  the  venous  and  arterial

position in sheep. The acellular samples from the subcutaneous position in sheep showed

practically no calcification.

The exact location and pattern of these calcium deposits differed substantially when compared

to the glutaraldehyde-fixed wall samples. Calcification was exclusively located at the level of

elastic fibers, as could be seen both on the Von Kossa staining (Fig. 5), as on the fluorescence

microscopy. The elastic fibers showed clear signs of fiber disorganization, fragmentation and

lysis. An important, non-infectious inflammatory response was seen at the adventitial side of

the implanted tissue, with invasion of lymphocytes and macrophages inside the implanted

tissue sample (Fig. 4). Also an invasion by young fibroblasts was noted.

Figure 5.
Left panel: Von Kossa staining on an explanted acellularized sample from the sheep.
Mineralization is less compared to glutaraldehyde-fixed samples, but mineralization still does
occur, along damaged and fragmented elastic fibers Right panel: H-E staining showing the
important inflammatory response invading the acellular tissue.

Electron microscopy.

Calcification in the glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall samples seemed to start predominantly in

between elastic fibers, at the level of smooth muscular cell remnants (Fig. 4, right panel). This

result confirmed the findings from the fluorescence-microscopy. Elastic fibers retained their

structural integrity in area’s of early mineralization. As the mineralization proceeded, also the

elastic fibers became affected and calcified.
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In correlation with the light microscopical results, most intense calcification was found in the

rat explants, followed by the sheep explants from the vessels, followed by the sheep-

subcutaneous explants, which showed the least calcification.

In the acellular tissue, inflammatory cells invaded the implanted tissue. Inflammatory cells

caused fragmentation and lysis of elastic fibers. This elastolytic process seemed to precede

calcification of elastic fibers.

Calcium content.

A large and statistically significant discrepancy is present between the calcium content levels

of samples from the subcutaneous position in rat vs. sheep : 56,2  13,6 vs. 10,6  8,9 µg/mg

respectively (p<0,001).  Within all sheep aortic wall explants, we pooled the values from the

8-week and 12-week explants. A tendency towards progression of calcification in time was

present, but the differences were not significant. The glutaraldehyde-fixed samples implanted

into the vessels (blood contact) were significantly more calcified then the sheep-subcutaneous

samples : 38,4  14,8 vs. 10,6  8,9 µg/mg respectively (p<0,001). No significant difference

was seen between the wall samples from the artery (32,3  8,6 µg/mg) vs. those from the vein

(p<0,001). Acellular wall samples calcified significantly less compared with glutaraldehyde-

fixed tissue, but residual calcification of elastic fibers still caused slightly elevated calcium

content values.

Discussion.

Numerous clinical studies and experimental models have demonstrated that the average

lifespan of biological valves mainly depends on the degree of calcification [9, 10]. Therefore,

valve manufacturers focus their attention on new antimineralization treatments and better

valve designs, in order to prevent tissue calcification. The efficacy of such newly developed

valves or materials has to be tested in animal models. A chronic animal model of orthotopic

valve implantation is probably the most reliable evaluation method, but the complexity and

the high cost of these experiments can not be underestimated. Some researchers try to avoid

these demanding experiments by studying tissue calcification and antimineralization

treatments  in  a  simple  subcutaneous  rat  model.  In  these  rat  models,  the  implanted  tissue  is

obviously exposed to completely different environmental factors. The present study tries to
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provide some insight in the actual relevance of these environmental factors and in the

relevance of the difference in species.

An antimineralization treatment is successful when it can counteract or inhibit the

pathophysiologic mechanism, leading to tissue calcification. However, the exact

pathophysiologic processes, responsible for bioprosthetic tissue mineralization, are still

largely unknown. Even less is known about possible species-related differences in these

processes. Our present study showed a quite large discrepancy in calcification characteristics

between rat- and sheep-subcutaneous implants. Even tissue samples that remained

subcutaneously in sheep for a longer period, still calcified significantly less compared to all

rat subcutaneous wall samples. It is not impossible that the pathophysiologic mechanisms

leading  to  tissue  calcification  in  rat  could  be  different  from  those  in  larger  animals  (and  in

humans). Recently it was shown that photo-oxidized aortic wall tissue calcified severely when

implanted subcutaneously in rats [Moore M, Phillips R Jr. Biostability of Photofix porcine

aortic valve tissue. VIII World Symposium of Cardiac Bioprostheses, 3-5 Nov 2000, Cancun,

Mexico], while results from sheep studies show the exact opposite [6, 11]. For the evaluation

of new anticalcification-treatments, it seems advisable to complete initial screenings in

subcutaneous rat models with studies in a large animal model involving blood contact.

Within the sheep model, the presence of blood contact enhanced bioprosthetic tissue

calcification. Tissue samples implanted into the jugular vein, calcified more compared to

sheep-subcutaneous samples. The pattern of wall calcification in these samples resembled the

histological image of wall calcification in explanted stentless valves from previous studies [7,

12, 13]. Also the calcium content reached similar levels in both studies. Since aortic wall

calcification is one of the major remaining limitations of the clinical application of stentless

valves, this experiment may provide a simplified model to investigate wall calcification and

new antimineralization treatments for the aortic wall portion. Several fragments of differently

treated wall pieces can be implanted into one animal, hereby avoid interindividual variation.

The presence of blood pressure (arterial implants) did not influence aortic wall calcification.

Wall samples explanted from the vein and the artery showed no difference in X-ray, histology

and calcium content.

The use of auto-fluorescence of elastic fibers on the Von Kossa staining clearly showed that

aortic wall calcification in glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue is mainly initiated at the level of

smooth muscular cell remnants. Contribution of elastin is initially limited. Acellularization of

aortic wall tissue prevented this cell-mediated calcification in the tunica media, but a strong

inflammatory response towards the tissue caused elastolysis, with subsequent calcification of
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elastic fibers. Acellularization can become a promising tool in the prevention of wall

mineralization, but an additional tissue treatment will be necessary to protect the implanted

tissue from the damaging inflammation. This additional treatment could consist out of

cryopreservation, photo-oxidation, or even glutaraldehyde fixation.

In conclusion, in the evaluation of biological tissue calcification, results from subcutaneous

rat models should be completed with studies in larger animals, involving blood contact. The

implantation of aortic wall samples in the jugular vein of juvenile sheep is a simple, reliable

and cost-effective model of aortic wall calcification, which can be a useful tool for future

study and improvement of the aortic wall portion in stentless valves. Arterial stress has no

additional mineralizing effect on the glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall. Calcification of

glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall tissue is initiated at the level of cellular remnants, with little

or no contribution from elastic fibers. Acellularization can avoid this cell-mediated

calcification, but an additional treatment (glutaraldehyde, cryopreservation, photo-fixation,…)

will be necessary to avoid the inflammation leading to elastolysis and consequent calcification

of elastic fibers.
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Stentless porcine bioprostheses have demon-
strated a more physiological behavior compared with
traditional stented biological valves (1). The resem-
blance of the graft to the native aortic root anatomy
and the maintained extensibility of the aortic wall
portion result in lower shear stress on the leaflets 
and lower transvalvular pressure gradients (2,3). The
subsequent early regression of left-ventricular hyper-
trophy can favorably influence long-term survival.

However, despite clinical follow-up exceeding 10
years, no clear trend in favor of superior durability
for stentless valves has emerged (4,5). One of the
main problems arising in stentless porcine valves 
is calcification of the aortic wall portion, a phe-
nomenon that has also been described in several
experimental animal models (6,7). The actual bio-
mechanical relevance of calcification and stiffening
of the aortic wall is still unclear, but since most of the
possible advantages of stentless valves depend on
wall extensibility, some adverse effects have to be
anticipated. Future developments in stentless valves

will have to be focused on the prevention of this wall
calcification.

Currently available porcine stentless valves are
typically fixed by glutaraldehyde to stabilize the
tissue and render it relatively nonimmunogenic 
(8,9). However, glutaraldehyde treatment has been
linked to calcification, tissue stiffening, and related
structural degeneration (10,11). In an effort to avoid
aortic wall calcification, valve manufacturers have
investigated and developed post-glutaraldehyde
tissue treatments (12–14). None of these treatments,
however, has been clinically proven to protect the
porcine aortic wall portion from mineralization.
As an alternative to glutaraldehyde treatment, non-
aldehyde fixation methods are also being explored
(15,16). One of these alternatives is dye-mediated
photo-oxidation (also referred to here as 
Photofix), which relies on methylene blue and light
to create new cross-links in collagenous substrate
material without the use of aldehyde chemistry (17).
As previously described, this process results in a
tissue with properties desirable for bioprosthetic
heart valve applications. Bovine pericardial tissue
treated with dye-mediated photo-oxidation was
found to be a biostable, soft, and pliable tissue with
low calcification and immunogenic potential demon-
strated in vivo (18). Consequently, the photo-
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Abstract: Purpose: Aortic wall calcification is problematic
in stentless porcine valves. We evaluated the possible anti-
calcification effect of photo-oxidation on the aortic wall
portion of porcine stentless bioprostheses. A comparison
with glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue was made. Methods: Six
Photofix and six Freestyle valves were implanted in juve-
nile sheep in pulmonary position. Valves were explanted
after 3 or 6 months and examined macroscopically, by x-
ray, light, and transmission electron microscopy. Calcium
content was determined by atomic absorption spectrome-

try. Results: The aortic wall portion of all Photofix valves
remained free from calcification, while the wall portion of
glutaraldehyde-fixed valves calcified strongly, both after 3
and 6 months. Calcium content of the aortic wall portion
was: 0.71 ± 1.27 in the Photofix valves versus 10.78 ± 77.22
in the Freestyle valves (P < 0.05). Conclusion: Photo-
oxidation of a porcine stentless valve prevents calcification
not only in the cusps but also in the aortic wall portion.
Key Words: Calcification—Heart valve—Bioprosthesis—
Photo-oxidation—Stentless—Experimental.
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oxidation treatment was applied to porcine valve
tissue, with porcine valve leaflets exhibiting biosta-
bility and low calcification potential (19). A study of
photo-oxidized porcine cusps, using hydrothermal
isometric tension, indicated a 68% rise in thermal 
stability as compared to fresh tissue, indicative of
cross-link formation and stabilization of the tissue
(20). Also, the application of this technology to a
composite stentless porcine root bioprosthesis
resulted in a bioprosthetic valve, demonstrating low
calcification potential in an ovine descending aortic
root model (6). In vitro, suture retention strength and
ultimate tensile strength studies of photo-oxidized
porcine wall demonstrated 3–13-fold safety factors
over anticipated physiological loads when tested in
either the axial or circumferential directions. Addi-
tionally, conduit burst pressure measurements for the
assembled tricomposite valve indicated safety factors
over 5 and these burst values were similar to those
obtained from glutaraldehyde-treated tricomposite
valves of the same design (21).

In this study, we report the results of six photo-
oxidized porcine stentless valves in a juvenile sheep
model of valve implantation, with the emphasis on
the properties of the photo-oxidized aortic wall. A
comparison with the results with normal glutaralde-
hyde fixed aortic wall tissue will illustrate the possi-
ble benefits of dye-mediated photo-oxidation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Photofix valves
The Photofix porcine stentless valve is a com-

posite graft, constructed from three separate non-
coronary porcine cusps and their aortic sinuses.
No coronaries or muscle remains in the assembled
valve. At the inflow side, a short fold of pericardium
is present to improve suture-holding capacity. This
valve is not fixed by glutaraldehyde. Stabilization of
the tissue in this valve is obtained by dye-mediated
photo-oxidation (17–20). As controls, we used six
Freestyle valves (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN,
U.S.A.). The Freestyle is a clinically well known and
frequently used stentless valve, fixed by glutaralde-
hyde and post-treated by alpha-amino-oleic acid
(AOA).

Animal implantation
All animals were cared for by a veterinarian in

accordance with the “Guide for the Care and Use 
of Laboratory Animals” published by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH publication 85–23, revised
1985). The study was approved by the Ethics Com-

mittee of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. Young
sheep especially bred for this purpose were selected.
The sheep were Lovenaar sheep, under 6 months of
age, with a weight between 36 and 45kg.

Twelve valves were implanted by previously
described methods (7). Through a left thoracotomy
at the second intercostal space, the main pulmonary
artery was isolated, and a pneumatic right ventricu-
lar assist device (Medos-HIA VAD 54ml ventricle,
Medos-Helmholtz Institute, Aachen, Germany) was
installed with the inflow cannula in the right atrium
and the outflow cannula 1cm before the pulmonary
bifurcation. After proximal and distal clamping of
the pulmonary artery, the artery was transected and
the stentless valves were interposed using continuous
4-0 polypropylene suture for both proximal and
distal anastomoses. After removal of the clamps, the
native pulmonary valve was destroyed by tearing two
cusps with a clamp introduced through a purse-string
suture placed at the sinuses.

The animals received analgesics, antibiotics, and
diuretics as necessary. Low molecular weight heparin
(enoxaparine, 20mg twice daily, Clexane, Rhone-
Poulenc Rorer, Brussels, Belgium) was administered
for 6 days. Afterwards, the sheep returned to the con-
trolled animal facility where the general health of the
sheep was checked daily.

Explantation and analysis
Three out of the six valves in each series were

explanted after 3 months, and the remaining 3 after
6 months. Sheep were premedicated and anes-
thetized in the way described before. The left thora-
cotomy was reopened and after heparinization and
exsanguination, the valve was excised together with
a proximal and distal part of the sheep pulmonary
artery.

Gross examination
Valves were grossly inspected and color pictures

were taken. Afterwards the valve was longitudinally
transected through the commissures. Each of the
three resulting specimens thus includes one complete
cusp, a part of the porcine aortic wall (wall of the
stentless valve), and a pre- and postvalvular part of
the sheep pulmonary artery.

X-ray assessment
X-ray examination was performed of every 

cusp in two directions under mammography con-
ditions to demonstrate and localize macroscopical
calcifications.
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Histology
For histology, a longitudinal transection of one

specimen was embedded in paraffin. Four mm thick
sections were routinely stained with hematoxylin and
eosin (HE), Masson’s trichrome stain for collagen,
an elastic van Gieson stain, a Phosphotungstic-
acid-hematoxylin (PTAH) for fibrin, and a von Kossa
calcium staining.

Transmission electron microscopy
For transmission electron microscopy, one cusp

was divided into 3 parts, and a piece of aortic wall
was divided in its inflow and outflow part. From each
part, several samples were taken (<1mm in diame-
ter) and embedded in Epon. One mm thick sections
were stained with toluidine blue and examined by
light microscopy. Ultrathin sections were cut, and
were stained with uranylacetate and lead citrate.
Sections were treated with 2% potassium pyroan-
timonate to demonstrate calcium. Grids were exam-
ined in a Philips CM10 electron microscope. Random
photographs were taken.

Quantitative calcium determination
The cusps were divided in three parts: commissural

area, basal part, and free edge. The aortic wall was
also divided in two parts: inflow part and outflow part
(immediately underneath and above the cusp, respec-
tively). This resulted in 9 cusp samples and 6 aortic
wall samples in every valve. After lyophilization, the
tissue was pulverized, and desiccated to constant
weight in an oven. Pulverized tissue was diluted in
20% hydrochloric acid at a ratio of 10mg dried tissue:
1ml HCl. Calcium content was measured by flame
atomic absorption spectrometry, and expressed as mg
per mg of dry cuspal weight.

Data management and statistical analysis
Normal probability plots and the Shapiro-Wilks

test for normality showed that the calcium content
data had a non-normal distribution. Consequently,
data were expressed as median ± interquartile range
(IQR). Comparison between groups was performed
using the Mann-Whitney U test.

RESULTS

Animal results
One sheep of the Photofix group showed endo-

carditis at one of the leaflets of the prosthesis at 6
months. This experiment was completed, but the
results are omitted from the study. All other animals
were free of endocarditis or any other disease during
or at the end of the study.

Part of the data concerning the Freestyle valves
was already described before (7).

Gross examination
All explanted valves had soft cusps after three and

six months, without evidence of calcification or tears.
The valves were competent when tested ex vivo.
No cuspal calcification was observed in any of the
explanted valves. On the other hand, massive calcifi-
cation of the porcine aortic wall was seen after 3 and
6 months in the Freestyle valves. In the Photofix
valves, neither the cusps nor the aortic wall portion
showed any macroscopic sign of calcification.

X-ray examination
Already after 3 months, the outflow part of the

aortic wall of the Freestyle valves showed extensive
calcification (Fig. 1a). No calcium deposits were
noted in the cusps at any time. In the Photofix valve,
no calcification was found in the aortic wall, nor in
the cusps after 3 or 6 months (Fig. 1b).

Light microscopy
In the Freestyle valves, massive calcification was

present in the outflow part of the aortic wall in all
sections after three months of implantation (Fig. 2a).
Calcium deposition was mainly located in the inner
layers of the media. After 6 months, calcification
increased and progressed toward the outer layers of
the media. No calcium deposit was visible in the
cusps on von Kossa staining. A foreign body reaction
with accumulation of giant cells and lymphocytes was
seen in the outer layers of the aortic wall.

In the Photofix valves, no calcification was de-
tected in the cusps, nor in the aortic wall at 3 and 6
months (Fig. 2b). A foreign body reaction was seen
at the outer layer of the aortic wall portion, mainly
at 3 months.

Transmission electron microscopy
In the Freestyle valves, only slight calcification was

seen in the cusps at the ultrastructural level. Small
dots of calcium were present both in cellular rem-
nants and between collagen fibers. Never was a large
accumulation of calcium seen in the cusps. The main
structural pattern of the collagen fibers was well pre-
served. Both inflow and outflow parts of the aortic
wall, however, revealed large aggregates of calcium,
mainly located at the level of cellular debris, between
collagen and elastic fibers (Fig. 3a). In the Photofix
valves, calcification was present, but it was limited 
to small punctiform dots, both in the cusps and in 
the wall (Fig. 3b). The ultrastructural appearance
seemed not to be disturbed. There was no evidence
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of any severe ultrastructural damage due to im-
munologic or inflammatory processes.

Calcium content
Quantitative calcium content analysis was per-

formed in 3 samples from every cusp and in 2 samples
from each aortic wall portion above and below every
cusp. This resulted in 9 cusp samples and 6 aortic wall
samples in every valve. All results are listed in Table 1.

The calcium content in the cusps of all studied
valves was low. There were no statistically significant
differences in calcium content of the cusps between
groups (P > 0.05; Table 1). Calcium content in the
aortic wall portion, on the other hand, was consis-
tently higher in the Freestyle group (10.78 ± 43.27

and 23.03 ± 83.51mg/g respectively after 3 and 6
months) than in the Photofix group (0.51 ± 0.40 and
0.70 ± 0.63mg/g respectively after 3 and 6 months,
P < 0.05; Table 1). On the histological sections, wall
calcification in the Freestyle valves seemed to in-
crease in time from 3 to 6 months. The calcium con-
tent values also show a slight tendency toward 
an increase in time, however, the difference did not
reach statistical significance.

DISCUSSION

One of the main problems arising in stentless
porcine valves is calcification of the aortic wall
portion, a phenomenon already predicted by several
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FIG. 1. Shown are representative examples of the X-ray images from explanted valves. a) shows explanted Freestyle valve, showing
clear line of calcification present in the aortic wall portion. b) shows explanted Photofix valve, showing no sign of calcification, neither
in the cusp nor in the wall.
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experimental animal models (6,7). The actual bio-
mechanical relevance of the calcification and stiffen-
ing of the aortic wall is still unclear, but since most of
the possible advantages of stentless valves depend on
wall extensibility, some adverse effects have to be
anticipated. Future developments in stentless valves
will have to be focused on the prevention of this wall
calcification.

The mechanism responsible for aortic wall calcifi-
cation remains unclear. Both elastic fibers as cells

and cellular remnants have been suggested as 
possible sources of initial mineralization (13,21).
Glutaraldehyde also has its possible role in wall 
calcification. We know that glutaraldehyde stabilizes
the collagen network by cross-linking the fibers, but
the formation of long chain polymers can form com-
plexes with calcium and induce calcification of the
fixed tissue over time (23).

A lot of research has been performed toward dif-
ferent anticalcification agents for bioprosthetic valve
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FIG. 2. Representative examples of the von Kossa staining of explanted valves are depicted. a) shows explanted Freestyle valve,
showing an important area of calcification in the aortic wall portion of the valve. b) shows explanted Photofix valve, showing no sign of
calcification. The structural integrity of both cusp and wall are nicely preserved.

TABLE 1. Calcium content (mg/mg) in the cusps and aortic wall portion

Freestyle (n = 6) Photofix (n = 5)

3 months 6 months 3 months 6 months

Cusp 0.50 ± 1.55 1.0 ± 1.37 0.69 ± 0.42 0.80 ± 1.80
Aortic Wall 10.78 ± 43.27 23.03 ± 83.51 0.51 ± 0.40* 0.70 ± 0.63*

Median values ± IQR. *: P < 0.05 versus Freestyle.
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tissue. One of these agents is AOA, which is currently
used as an anticalcification treatment in the Freestyle
valves. The mechanism of AOA seems to be a binding
to free aldehyde moieties of the glutaraldehyde
present in the fixed tissue and hereby preventing
calcium influx after implantation. Experimentally,
it was shown that AOA-treated porcine cusps calcify
significantly less compared to standard glutaralde-
hyde-fixed cusps (24). However, the same study
revealed that calcification of the aortic wall portion
was not inhibited, as confirmed by our actual study.
Further attempts with prolonged exposure time 
of the aortic wall to AOA, increasing diffusion of
AOA into the tissue, still resulted in wall calcification
(24).

Most of the currently existing anticalcification
treatments, however, consist of tissue treatments after
or in combination with standard fixation by glu-
taraldehyde. In an attempt to avoid glutaraldehyde

fixation in the fabrication of bioprosthetic valves,
dye-mediated photo-oxidation was used to stabilize
tissue (17–20). Photo-oxidized tissue, both isolated
tissue fragments and complete bioprosthetic valves,
revealed only minimal calcification in different
experimental animal models (25). Clinical use of a
stented pericardial bioprosthesis was, however, not
successful because of design problems inducing
tissue abrasion (26). Therefore, a photo-oxidized
stentless porcine valve was developed (6). The main
question here was whether or not photo-oxidation
treatment was able to prevent calcification of the
aortic wall. Our results show clearly that calcification
up to 6 months of implantation remains virtually
absent, as well in the cusps as in the aortic wall. The
histology also showed that both cuspal and aortic
wall tissue retained their structural integrity. Given
the possible importance of aortic wall calcification
for the long-term behavior of stentless valves, this
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FIG. 3. Shown are representative examples of the electron microscopy of wall samples from explanted valves. a) shows explanted
Freestyle valve, showing large aggregates of calcium, mainly in between elastic fibers. b) shows explanted Photofix valve, showing no
calcification in the wall portion, with a nice preservation of cell and fiber structure.
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finding is highly interesting and promising for future
valve developments.

In conclusion, our study clearly demonstrates a
problem of aortic wall calcification in glutaralde-
hyde-fixed stentless porcine valves, despite the appli-
cation of an additional anticalcification treatment.
Photo-oxidation of a porcine stentless valve prevents
calcification not only in the cusps, but also in the
aortic wall portion. The exact reason why the photo-
oxidized aortic wall does not attract calcium is
unclear. The absence of glutaraldehyde is one possi-
bility, but maybe other factors are involved. Further
research is necessary, not only to provide a better
understanding of this successful antimineralization
treatment, but also to prove the potential for clinical
use.
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Prevention of Porcine Aortic Wall Calcification by
Acellularization: Necessity for a Non-Glutaraldehyde-
Based Fixation Treatment
Bart Meuris, Erik Verbeken1, Willem Flameng
Departments of Cardiac Surgery and 1Pathology, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Most stentless bioprosthetic valves consist of an
intact or modified porcine aortic root, with a relatively
important portion of the porcine aortic wall being
incorporated into the valve. The basic concept of stent-
less valve design assigns the possible benefits in stent-
less valves to the presence of this pliable aortic wall
portion. Resemblance to the native aortic root, extensi-
bility of the aortic wall, and preservation of the aortic
sinuses are factors which are believed to favor long-

term valve durability (1-3). However, despite current
clinical follow up exceeding 10 years, no clear trend
has yet emerged in favor of any superior durability for
stentless valves (4,5). Important calcification of the aor-
tic wall portion has been described in both clinical and
experimental studies (6,7). The biomechanical rele-
vance of the calcification and stiffening of the aortic
wall remains unclear, but as most of the possible
advantages of stentless valves depend upon wall
extensibility, some adverse effects must be anticipated
(8).

In a previous study, attention was focused on
porcine aortic wall mineralization, and an important
cell-mediated calcification process was revealed (9). In
addition, a relatively simple but reliable and repro-
ducible model of aortic wall calcification in juvenile
sheep was presented. As the foci of early mineraliza-
tion were localized mainly in dead cells and cell rem-
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Background and aim of the study: Acellularization
prevents cell-mediated calcification of the aortic
wall, but the inflammatory response towards the
unfixed tissue is problematic. Two additional fixa-
tion methods, applied after tissue acellularization,
were studied.
Methods: Porcine aortic wall samples were random-
ized into four groups: (1) Standard fixation with glu-
taraldehyde (GA); (2) acellularization by a combined
method of enzymes (DNase, RNase) and a detergent
(Triton X-100); (3) acellularization followed by stan-
dard GA fixation; (4) acellularization followed by
photo-oxidation. Samples were implanted into the
wall of both jugular veins of six juvenile sheep.
Tissue was explanted after three months and evaluat-
ed by X-radiography, light and electron microscopy,
and calcium content (cc) measurement (atomic
absorption spectrometry). Auto-fluorescence of elas-
tic fibers was used to identify the relationship
between calcific deposits and elastin.
Results: GA-fixed aortic wall samples showed clear
mineralization (cc 41.6 ± 17.8 µg/mg), occurring pre-

dominantly at the level of cell remnants, as con-
firmed by electron- and fluorescence microscopy,
locating calcific deposits in between elastic fibers.
Acellularized aortic wall fragments were calcified
significantly less, but an important (non-infectious)
inflammatory response caused elastolysis and subse-
quent calcification of the elastic fibers (cc 5.6 ± 2.8
µg/mg). Acellularized and GA-fixed fragments
revealed important, inhomogeneously spread calcific
deposits (cc 24.7 ± 10.0 µg/mg). Photo-oxidized sam-
ples remained free from calcification (cc 0.82 ± 1.6
µg/mg).
Conclusion: Acellularization is a promising tool in
the prevention of porcine aortic wall calcification,
but additional tissue fixation is necessary to prevent
structural degeneration. GA fixation after acellular-
ization causes important inhomogeneous tissue min-
eralization. Photo-oxidation combines optimal tissue
fixation with superior anticalcification characteris-
tics.

The Journal of Heart Valve Disease 2004;13:358-364
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nants, the effect of thorough acellularization of the aor-
tic wall was studied. It was shown that although acel-
lularization resulted in an effective anticalcification, an
important inflammatory response towards the unfixed
tissue caused severe tissue damage. Consequently, an
additional tissue fixation seemed necessary in order to
protect the acellularized and unfixed tissue from the
destructive inflammatory reaction.

In the present study, two possible post-acellulariza-
tion fixation treatments were compared: standard fixa-
tion with glutaraldehyde; and photo-oxidation. The
implantation of tissue fragments was carried out in
juvenile sheep, utilizing a simplified ‘jugular vein’
model.

Materials and methods

Animals
Juvenile sheep, aged 6-8 months and bred especially

for this purpose, were selected. All animals were cared
for by a veterinarian in accordance with the Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals as published by
the National Institutes of Health. The study was
approved by the Ethical Committee of the Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven.

Materials
HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N’-2-2-ethane-

sulfonic acid), glutaraldehyde (GA; 8%, electron
microscopy grade solution), DNase (bovine pancreas),
RNase type I-AS (bovine pancreas) and Triton X-100
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Bornem, Belgium.
Further products for animal use included ketamine,
fentanyl and heparin.

GA-fixed aortic wall tissue (group I)
Fresh porcine aortic roots were collected from a local

abattoir. Pieces of aortic wall (2 × 1 cm) were dissect-
ed out and thoroughly rinsed in saline. All tissue frag-
ments were treated in the same way and subjected to
the fixation procedure within 6 h of the heart being
removed. The fixation process consisted of two phases.
First, all samples were placed into a 0.6% GA solution
in 50 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4, at room temperature
for 24 h, with continuous shaking. Subsequently, cross-
linking was continued in 0.2% GA in the same buffer
for an additional seven days. The samples were then
stored in 0.2% GA solution until used for implantation.
All tissue samples were rinsed thoroughly in saline
immediately before implantation into sheep.

Acellularized aortic wall tissue (group II)
Similar fresh porcine aortic wall samples were col-

lected. After removal of the adventitial fat, cellular dis-
ruption was induced by rapid freezing and defrosting.

The acellularization solution, in which the tissue sam-
ples were kept for 48 h (with continuous shaking), con-
sisted of 20 µg/ml RNase, 0.2 mg/ml DNase and 1%
Triton X-100 in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The
temperature was maintained at 37°C. Afterwards, all
samples were extensively rinsed in PBS at 4°C. All tis-
sue samples were rinsed thoroughly in saline immedi-
ately before implantation into sheep.

Acellularized and glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue (group
III)

Acellularization was performed as described earlier.
Following the acellularization process, the samples
underwent standard GA-fixation as described above.

Photo-oxidized tissue (group IV)
The photo-oxidized aortic wall tissue fragments

were obtained from Photofix® valves; these are valves
which are stabilized by dye-mediated photo-oxidation
following tissue acellularization (10,11).

Implantation into sheep
The sheep (n = 8) were premedicated with ketamine

(10-20 mg/kg intramuscular). Anesthesia was induced
and maintained with halothane and nitrous oxide.
Fentanyl was administered in bolus doses as necessary
to maintain anesthesia. Mechanical ventilation was
instituted after endotracheal intubation. Penicillin
(Albipen LA; 8 ml, intramuscular) was administered
immediately prior to the operative procedure.

Jugular vein implants
After shaving, disinfecting and sterile-draping the

animal, the jugular vein was surgically exposed. After
full heparinization, the vessel was clamped and
opened. In each animal, two aortic wall tissue frag-
ments from each of the four groups were implanted
into the jugular vein, using both the left and right
sides; thus, a total of eight samples was implanted into
each sheep (two samples from each group). The tissue
fragments were each about 1-2 cm2 in size, and
implanted as small separate patches into the wall of
the vein. Continuous sutures (Prolene 5-0) were used
in all cases.

Explantation and tissue analysis
Tissues were explanted at 12 weeks after

implantation. Heparin (250 IU/kg) was administered
to each animal before being premedicated, anes-
thetized and sacrificed.

Gross examination and X-radiographic analysis
All explanted samples were grossly inspected and

color photographs taken. A radiographic examination
was performed in two dimensions under mammogra-
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phy conditions to demonstrate possible major calcifi-
cations. Following X-radiography, all tissue fragments
were divided into portions for histological analysis,
electron microscopic examination and measurement of
calcium content.

Histology
For histology, samples were fixed in a buffered 6%

formaldehyde solution, dehydrated in an ascending
series of alcohol, and finally embedded in paraffin.
Sections (4 µm thickness) were cut and routinely
stained with hematoxylin and eosin, together with
Masson’s trichrome staining for collagen, elastic Von
Giesson staining, phosphotungstic acid-hematoxylin
staining for fibrin, and Alcian-blue staining and Von
Kossa staining for calcium.

Fluorescence microscopy
Elastic fibers may be visualized by their auto-fluo-

rescence; this technique enabled the exact location of
all elastic fibers to be identified on Von Kossa staining.
This in turn enabled the relative involvement of elastic
fibers and smooth muscle cells to the wall mineraliza-
tion to be assessed.

Transmission electron microscopy
Guided by the results of the light microscopy, small

samples were taken and embedded in Dow epoxy-
resin. Semi-thin sections (1 µm thickness) were pre-
pared and stained with toluidine blue. Areas of interest
were marked on these sections, after which ultrathin
sections were cut and stained with uranyl acetate and
lead citrate. The sections were also treated with 2%
potassium pyroantimonate to demonstrate the pres-
ence of calcium. The grids were examined in a Philips
CM10 electron microscope, and the respective pho-
tomicrographs taken.

Quantitative calcium determination
Half of each explanted tissue sample was used to

measure the calcium content. Tissue samples were
lyophilized, pulverized and then heat-desiccated to
constant weight. The dried tissue was dissolved in 20%
HCl (10 mg dried tissue/ml), and the tissue calcium
content then measured using flame atomic absorption
spectrometry. Calcium content was expressed as µg
per mg tissue dry weight.

Data management and statistical analysis
Normal-probability plots and the Shapiro-Wilks test

for normality showed the calcium content data to be
non-normally distributed. Consequently, data were
expressed as median ± interquartile range. The
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test was used for comparison
between different groups. When this test yielded a p-
value <0.05, a pairwise comparison between groups
was performed using the Mann-Whitney U-test, with
Bonferoni correction.

Results

All surgical and experimental procedures were
uneventful. All animals survived the surgical proce-
dure and remained in a good condition until the
planned date of sacrifice (12 weeks post-implantation).
There were no infection-associated problems in any of
the animals.

Gross examination and X-radiography
On gross examination and palpation, samples from

groups I and III (the GA-fixed samples) showed clear
signs of calcification, as judged by the stiffness of the
retrieved tissue. The samples from groups II and IV all
appeared to be soft and pliable.

These findings were confirmed by X-radiographic
analysis. Calcification was clearly visible
in the GA-fixed aortic wall samples of groups I and III,
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Figure 1: A) Von Kossa staining of an explanted glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall fragment showing clear medial calcification.
B) Detail showing striped pattern of early calcification. C) Fluorescence microscopy on the Von Kossa staining of an area of

early calcification, showing the black dots of calcium precisely in between the well-preserved elastic fibers.
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whereas no major calcification was evident in samples
from groups II and IV.

Histology
GA-fixed samples (group I)

These samples showed clear calcification, mainly in
the tunica media of the wall fragment (Fig. 1A). The
pattern of medial calcification was very similar in all
explanted wall samples. Calcium deposition was pres-
ent in a striped pattern, parallel to the orientation of
the elastic lamellae in the aortic wall (Fig. 1B). In areas
of early calcification, the mineral deposits were located
exclusively in between the elastic lamellae, as seen
with fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 1C). It is most like-
ly that smooth muscle cells and their remnants (mem-
branes, cell organelles) formed the main foci of initial
mineralization. There was little or no contribution of
elastic fibers in areas of early wall calcification. In areas
of progressively increasing calcification, the elastic
fibers became affected by calcium deposition, they
fragmented, and eventually disappeared completely
into the calcific aggregate, in which no histological
structures could be recognized. A non-infectious
inflammatory response was present around the

implanted sample, but the inflammatory cells did not
invade the GA-fixed tissue.

Acellularized samples (group II)
All acellularized aortic wall samples showed a com-

pletely different biological behavior compared to GA-
fixed tissue. Overall, wall calcification was less, but not
completely absent. The exact location and pattern of
these calcium deposits differed substantially when
compared to the GA-fixed aortic wall samples.
Calcification was exclusively located at the level of
elastic fibers, as seen with Von Kossa staining (Fig. 2A).
The elastic fibers showed clear signs of fiber disorgan-
ization, fragmentation and lysis, as seen with elastica
staining and fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2B and C).
An important, non-infectious inflammatory response
was seen at the adventitial side of the implanted tissue,
with invasion of lymphocytes and macrophages inside
the implanted tissue sample. An invasion by young
fibroblasts was also noted.

Acellularized and GA-fixed samples (group III)
The aortic wall samples that underwent acellulariza-

tion followed by GA-fixation showed a stable and
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Figure 2: A) Von Kossa staining of an explanted acellular wall sample, showing calcific deposits along fragmented and
disorganized elastic fibers. B) Elastica staining showing the important disorganization and destruction of the tissue. C)

Fluorescence microscopy of the Von Kossa staining, again showing disorganized elastic fibers.

A CB

Figure 3: A) Hematoxylin and eosin staining of an explanted acellularized and glutaraldehyde-fixed sample, showing an
important foreign-body reaction surrounding, but not invading, the tissue. Important inhomogeneous calcification is also

visible. B) Von Kossa staining revealing large calcific deposits. C) Detail of the Von Kossa staining.
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well-preserved tissue texture. An important inflamma-
tory foreign-body reaction, mainly guided by lympho-
cytes and macrophages, was seen to surround the
implanted tissue, but not to invade it (Fig. 3A).
However, calcification was clearly present in the form
of large calcific aggregates throughout the tissue frag-
ment (Fig. 3B and C). There was no clear histological
correlation indicating the origin of these deposits.

Photo-oxidized samples (group IV)
The histological image of these samples completely

resembled the result from previous studies in sheep,
using Photofix valves (11). No calcification was seen
(Fig. 4A), and the global tissue structure and fiber
organization was well preserved (Fig. 4B and C).
Again, a relatively important inflammatory reaction
was noted, though only at the outer borders of the tis-
sue. The inflammatory reaction did not invade the wall
fragment at any time (Fig. 4C).

Electron microscopy
Calcification in the GA-fixed aortic wall samples

(group I) appeared to commence predominantly in
between the elastic fibers, at the level of the smooth
muscular cell remnants, thereby confirming the fluo-
rescence microscopy findings. The elastic fibers
retained their structural integrity in areas of early min-
eralization, but as the mineralization proceeded the
elastic fibers also became affected and calcified.

In the acellular tissue (group II), inflammatory cells
invaded the implanted tissue and caused fragmenta-
tion and lysis of the elastic fibers. This elastolytic
process appeared to precede the calcification of elastic
fibers.

The acellularized and GA-fixed samples (group III)
showed inhomogeneous calcification, without any
clear pathological correlation. No calcification was
seen in the photo-oxidation samples (group IV).

Calcium content
The GA-fixed samples (groups I and III) showed sig-

nificantly elevated calcium contents (41.6 ± 17.8 and
24.7 ± 10.0 µg/mg, respectively; p <0.01). The acellular
wall samples were calcified significantly less than the
GA-fixed tissue, but residual calcification of the elastic
fibers still led to a slightly elevated calcium content
(5.6 ± 3.8 µg/mg). Photo-oxidized samples contained
the lowest calcium levels (0.82 ± 1.6 µg/mg).

Discussion

In valve replacement, stentless bioprosthetic valves
offer many theoretical advantages such as lower trans-
valvular pressure gradients and possible enhanced
durability, particularly when valves are inserted as a
root (1). Many of these possible advantages depend,
however, on the flexibility of the valve’s aortic wall
portion. It has been clearly shown, both clinically and
in experimental models, that the porcine aortic wall is
prone to calcification that would limit its extensibility
(6-8). Previously, a simple and cost-effective sheep
model was developed which produced a reliable and
representative level of calcification in porcine aortic
wall samples (9). Using this model, the effects of aortic
wall acellularization, and of two post-acellularization
fixation treatments, were studied.

Aortic wall calcification in GA-fixed tissue is mainly
initiated at the level of the smooth muscular cells and
their cellular remnants. The contribution of elastin is
initially limited, but as the aortic wall mineralization
progresses the elastic fibers become incorporated into
the calcific deposit. Acellularization of the aortic wall
tissue prevents this cell-mediated calcification, but a
strong inflammatory response invading the tissue
causes important tissue damage and disorganization,
with ultimate elastolysis and subsequent calcification
of elastic fibers. This inflammatory response appears
to be a typical, strong foreign-body reaction towards
an unfixed tissue fragment. A recent clinical report

Prevention of aortic wall calcification
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Figure 4: A) Von Kossa staining of an explanted photo-oxidized sample; no calcification is seen. B) Fluorescence microscopy
revealing nicely preserved elastic fibers. C) Hematoxylin and eosin staining, showing an important foreign-body reaction

surrounding, but not invading, the tissue.
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appeared to support the present findings in acellular
samples (12). In order to prevent this inflammation
from invading and destroying the implant, adequate
tissue fixation seems necessary. Hence, two different
fixation treatments applied after acellularization were
compared, namely standard GA fixation and photo-
oxidation.

Based on the present results, standard GA fixation
after acellularization appears not to be a good option
to protect the aortic wall from calcification, although
with additional treatment this process can be mitigat-
ed (13). GA did prevent the invasion of a destructive
inflammatory response into the tissue, but unfortu-
nately severe calcific deposits were noted. By contrast,
photo-oxidation of the aortic wall tissue appeared not
only to have an efficient anticalcification effect, but
also to provide optimal tissue fixation.

In conclusion, acellularization shows promise in the
prevention of wall mineralization, but an additional
tissue treatment is necessary to protect the implanted
tissue from damaging inflammation. In this respect,
GA appears not to be an option, given the recurrence
of important tissue mineralization. On the other hand,
photo-oxidation appears to be a promising tissue treat-
ment.
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Meeting discussion

DR. MICHAEL SACKS (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
USA): Did you perform any assays to check if there
was any cellular debris, or how well the decellulariza-
tion process actually worked? 
DR. BART MEURIS (Leuven, Belgium): The control of
our acellularization procedure was purely by histol-
ogy, with normal histological staining and some elec-
tron microscopy. The acellularization of the aortic wall
worked relatively well, but it took time to optimize the
treatment because the tissue is relatively thick and it is
difficult - and slow - to diffuse the solution into it. It is
easier to acellularize a cusp than a piece of aortic wall. 
DR. SACKS: I made that comment because it has been
suggested, without any histological evidence, that
there may be some lipid membrane fragments in the
tissue. But some advanced analytical chemistry is
needed to see if they are really there. 
DR. MEURIS: Yes, I’m sure that’s correct. 
DR. CARLOS G. DURAN (Missoula, Montana, USA):
Why did you choose to place the tissue in a jugular
vein and not in an artery? The conditions are different. 
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DR. MEURIS: In a previous study we did that. We
implanted the same samples into the jugular vein and
the carotid artery, and there was no significant differ-
ence in the level of calcification. This was slightly sur-
prising, but the histological pattern and calcium
content values were similar for the aortic wall. Because
the carotid artery is relatively small in sheep, it’s tech-
nically more difficult to implant large samples there -
that’s why we used the jugular vein model. 
DR. DURAN: What type of inflammation did you see?

It’s obviously sterile, but what cells were involved? 
DR. MEURIS: We checked for infection. It was a non-
infectious inflammatory response - a typical foreign-
body reaction guided by lymphocytes and
macrophages, towards the implanted tissue. 
DR. DURAN: Did you study the immunology at all -
whether there was a humoral response to this? 
DR. MEURIS: No, we did not perform any immuno-
logical staining on these samples. 
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Factors influencing calcification of cardiac bioprostheses in adolescent

sheep.
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bjective: We determined the possible effects of age, antimineralization treatments,
irculatory implant conditions, prosthesis design, and valve-related structural as-
ects on valve calcification in adolescent sheep.

ethods: Calcium content was measured by means of atomic absorption spectrom-
try in bioprostheses implanted in 120 sheep (age �1 year) for a period of 3 or 6
onths.

esults: Bioprostheses calcified significantly in adolescent sheep, but the extent of
alcification was multifactorial. Multivariate analysis of the calcium content reveals
hat age, mitral or pulmonary implant position, prosthesis design (stented or stent-
ess), structure (porcine or pericardial, wall portion or cusp), and antimineralization
reatment are independent factors influencing calcification; implant duration beyond

months was not. In juvenile sheep (age 5 months) the wall portion, as well as the
usps of the prosthesis, calcified significantly more than in adolescent sheep (age 11
onths). Irrespective of age, the cusps of valves implanted in the mitral position

alcified more than those in the pulmonary position. The wall portion of stentless
alves calcified more than that of stented valves, and pericardial valves calcified less
han porcine valves. The surfactant (Tween 80, No-React, and �-amino-oleic acid)
nd alcohol (ethanol and octanediol) treatment significantly reduced cusp calcifi-
ation; sodium dodecylsulfate did not. None of the anticalcification treatments was
ble to prevent wall calcification in stentless porcine valves.

onclusion: These findings suggest that tissue valve calcification is determined by
any independent factors, which can be identified by using adolescent sheep as a

rec linical in vivo model.

fter implanting more than 1500 heart valves in sheep over the years,
Michael Jones at the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute developed
the juvenile sheep model for testing biologic heart valves.1 Calcium content

f the valves was detelrmined by means of atomic spectrometry after implantation
or 20 weeks in the mitral or tricuspid position. The objective was to study various
ntimineralization treatments, and he found that there was a very wide distribution
ange of calcium content for each valve treatment as a function of individual
nimals. Therefore a large number of complete experiments are needed to determine
he efficacy of a given treatment. In spite of the variability of the calcifications
etween animals and the inhomogeneity of the calcium deposits within the same
alve, calcium content measurement with atomic absorption spectroscopy is still
ccepted as the gold standard. Alternative techniques are soft radiographic assessment
f valve calcifications or histologic determination of calcium deposits in the valve tissue.
ow much the results of these techniques correlate with each other is unclear.
A problem with the use of juvenile animals is their growth potential: they still
row considerably, and a severe patient-prosthesis mismatch can occur. This could
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CSP
e avoided by using adolescent or adult animals for valve
esting. Unfortunately, little is known about accelerated
alcification in these grown-up animals.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate accelerated
alcification of bioprosthetic heart valves in adolescent
heep and to study the potential to differentiate between
ntimineralization treatments in this animal model. There-
ore we studied the effect of age (juvenile vs adolescent),
mplant position (left or right side), implant duration (3 vs 6
onths), valve tissue material (porcine aortic valve or bo-

ine pericardium, aortic wall portion or cusps), valve design
stented or stentless), and antimineralization treatment on
alve calcification.

aterials and Methods
ll animals were cared for by a veterinarian in accordance with the

Guide for the care and use of laboratory animals” published by
he National Institutes of Health (National Institutes of Health

Abbreviations and Acronyms
AOA � �-amino-oleic acid
KUL � Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
SDS � sodium dodecylsulfate

ABLE 1. Chronically implanted bioprostheses: Valve and

Design Name

orcine Stented Mosaic (305)
Hancock MO
Hancock II
Epic (ELS)
Epic (ELS)
Labcor Duranol (TLPB-A)
Labcor Duranol (TLPB-A)
Labcor (4891-A/TLPB-A)
Labcor (4891-A)
Biocor genetic (H3636)
Aspire AorTech (A-44)
Hancock I pulmonary valved conduit

Stentless Freestyle aortic root
Prima Plus (2500 P)
Toronto SPV (SPA-101)
Photofix
Labcor pulmonary conduit (TO 7EAIS)
Biocor No-React I

ericardial Stented Perimount (2900)
Perimount (2900)
Pericarbon

Stentless Pericarbon
otal no. of animals

orcine, Porcine aortic tissue; Pericardium, bovine pericardial tissue; A, ad

DS, sodium dodecylsulfate; Linx (manufactured by St Jude Medical, Inc, St Pa
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ublication no. 85-23, revised 1985). The study was approved by
he Ethics Committee of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
KUL). One hundred twenty-six female Lovenaar sheep, younger
han 12 months of age and weighing between 29 and 63 kg, were
btained from the Zoötechnical Center from the KUL and were
uarantined at the animalium facility of the KUL before undergo-
ng cardiac surgery.

alves Studied
ifteen different types of tissue valves were used in this study. The

ypes and their major characteristics are presented in Table 1. All
alves are aortic prostheses and are made by the following man-
facturers: Medtronic, Inc, Minneapolis, Minn (Mosaic, Hancock
O, Hancock II, Hancock I pulmonary valved conduit, Freestyle

ortic root); St Jude Medical, Inc, St Paul, Minn (Epic, Toronto
PV; Sulzer Carbomedics—Photofix); Labcor Laboratorios, Bela
orizonte, Brazil (Labcor, Labcor Duranol, Labcor pulmonary

onduit); BioVascular, Inc, St Paul, Minn (Biocor genetic); Sorin
iomedica, Saluggia, Italy (Pericarbon stented, Pericarbon stent-

ess); Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, Calif (Prima plus, Perimount);
iocor Industria e Pesquisas Ltda, Belo Horizonte, Brazil (Biocor
o-react I); AorTech Europe Ltd, Strathclyde, Scotland (Aspire
orTech).

urgical Intervention
Mitral valve replacement. Operations occurred after achieve-

ent of general anesthesia. After a left thoracotomy was carried

ant characteristics

Implant
position

Valve size
(range)

Implant duration

Treatment Fixation3 mo 5-6 mo

P 21 n � 3 n � 3 AOA GA
P 19-25 n � 3 n � 3 None GA
M 23 n � 5 SDS GA
P 21-23 n � 3 n � 3 Linx GA
M 23 n � 3 Linx GA
P 21 n � 6 Octanediol GA
M 23 n � 3 n � 2 Octanediol GA
P 21-23 n � 3 n � 5 None GA
M 23-25 n � 2 None GA
P 21-23 n � 1 n � 3 None GA
M 23 n � 1 n � 5 None GA
P 20 n � 3 None GA
P 21-23 n � 3 n � 3 AOA GA
P 21-23 n � 3 n � 3 Tween 80 GA
P 19-22 n � 9 n � 3 None GA
P 21-23 n � 3 n � 2 None DMPO
P 15-17 n � 3 None GA
P 21-23 n � 3 n � 3 No react None
P 21-23 n � 3 n � 3 Tween 80 GA
M 23 n � 2 n � 3 Tween 80 GA
P 21-25 n � 3 n � 3 None GA
P 19-23 n � 3 n � 2 None GA

120

ent; P, pulmonary; AOA, �-amino-oleic acid; GA, glutaraldehyde; M, mitral;
impl

Age

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
J
A
A
A
A
J
A
A
A
A
A

olesc

ul, Minn); J, juvenile; DMPO, dye-mediated photo-oxidation.
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ut, the animals were started on cardiopulmonary bypass, and
itral valve replacement was performed.2

Pulmonary valve replacement. After achievement of general
nesthesia and artificial ventilation, a left thoracotomy was carried
ut. After administration of heparin (3 mg/kg), a pneumatic right
entricular assist device (Medos HIA-VAD; Medos-Helmholtz
nstitute, Aachen, Germany) was installed, with the inflow cannula
n the right atrium and the outflow cannula 1 cm proximal from the
ulmonary bifurcation. The prosthetic valve was implanted as an
nterposition in the pulmonary artery. In this way stentless valves
ere placed into position as a whole root. The native pulmonary
alve was destroyed by tearing 2 cusps, and then the right ven-
ricular assist device was stopped and removed.3

After mitral or pulmonary valve replacement, removal of the
annulas, and careful hemostasis, the chest was closed in layers,
ith a chest drain in the left pleural space.

No inotropic drugs are used during the procedure. The animal
as ventilated at all times. After extubation, the animals returned

o the controlled animal facility, where the general health of the
heep was checked daily.

xperimental Models
he combination of animal age, implant position, type of valve
esign, and type of tissue resulted in the following experimental
odels: (1) adolescent, mitral, stented, porcine or pericardial; (2)

dolescent, pulmonary, stented or stentless, porcine or pericardial;
nd (3) juvenile, pulmonary, stented or stentless, porcine.

chocardiography
ransthoracic echocardiography was performed by an experienced
chocardiographer. This included a description of heart valve mo-
ion from the prosthetic implant in the pulmonic or mitral position.

nimal Death
he animal was prepared and anesthetized as described above,
dministered heparin (3 mg/kg) intravenously, and killed with an
verdose of a KCl solution administered intravenously, and the
eart was removed. The implanted bioprosthesis was excised, and
acroscopic and soft radiographic images were taken (Figure 1).
he valves were analyzed as described below.

issection of the Explanted Valve
hree sections of the valve were obtained by severing the com-
issures, each containing a complete cusp and a wall portion.
etal parts of the stents were removed in case of stented valves.

hen every section was divided into 2 equal parts (Figure 1, A).
ne part was used for histology (hematoxylin and eosin and Von
ossa staining, Figure 2), and the other part was used for calcium

ontent determination after further sampling. The cusp portion was
ivided into 3 parts: the commissural area, basal part, and free
dge (Figure 1, A, parts 1, 2, and 3). The wall portion was also
ivided into 2 parts: the inflow part and the outflow part (Figure 1,
, parts 4 and 5). This resulted in 9 cusp samples and 6 wall
amples in every valve.

uantitative Calcium Determination
fter lyophilization, the tissue was pulverized and desiccated to
onstant weight in an oven. Pulverized tissue was diluted in 20%

The Journal of Thorac

61
igure 1. Illustration of macroscopic findings. A, Diagram demon-
trating the dissection of the explanted valve for atomic absorption
pectrometry measurements. By severing the commissures, the
alve was divided into 3 parts, each containing a complete cusp and
wall portion. Half of each of the 3 segments (gray area) of the valve

s used for quantitative calcium determination. The leaflet is divided
nto the commissural region (1), the basal portion (2), and the free
dge (3). The wall is divided into the outflow (4) and inflow (5)
ortions. This results in 9 leaflet parts and 6 wall parts per valve.
, Gross pathology of an explanted Perimount valve. C, Radio-
raph of the same Perimount valve. Calcium is present at the
ommissures.
ic and Cardiovascular Surgery ● Volume 132, Number 1 
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ydrochloric acid at a ratio of 10 mg of dried tissue to 1 mL of
Cl. Calcium content was measured by means of flame atomic

bsorption spectrometry and expressed in micrograms per milli-
ram of dry weight.

Quantitative calcium content analysis was performed on about
0% of the valve tissue material, as described above.

Nonimplanted control valves. In 23 valves that were never
mplanted, calcium content was determined, as described above.
his series included 345 samples originating from 2 Toronto, 1
abcor Duranol, 2 Freestyle, 3 Epic, 2 Labcor, 2 Mosaic, 5
ericarbon stented, 4 Perimount, and 2 Aspire Aortech valves.

Short-term implants. Six valves were recovered from animals
hat died early (1-5 days) after the operation: 1 Hancock II, 1
spire Aortech, 1 Toronto, and 3 Pericarbon stented valves. Cal-

ium content was determined in a total of 90 samples.
Chronically implanted valves. A total of 120 chronically im-

lanted valves (Table 1) were used in this study. Fifteen samples
er valve were analyzed on calcium content, which resulted in
721 values.

ata Management and Statistical Analysis
ormal probability plots (with the Shapiro-Wilks test for normal-

ty) were constructed to judge data distribution. Given the impor-
ant skewed, nonnormal distribution of the calcium content data,
ogistic transformation was performed (Figure 3). Further statisti-
al analysis consisted of multiple linear regression modeling with

backward stepwise selection technique after insertion of all
ariables with a univariate P value of less than .1 (univariate
nalysis by t tests).

Groupwise comparison of anticalcification treatments was per-
ormed on the original calcium content data by using nonparamet-
ic techniques (Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing, completed with sep-
rate Mann-Whitney U tests). Consequently, when dealing with
he original data, medians and interquartile ranges are used in the
lots.

esults
ortality and Morbidity

n total, 126 sheep underwent operations. Six animals died
s a result of the surgical intervention (bleeding and low
ardiac output) within 5 days postoperatively. The remain-
ng 120 sheep having no clinical symptoms were neverthe-
ess tested on silent endocarditis: sections of the explanted
alves were stained (Gram-Pas-Grocott) for histologic di-
gnosis of tissue infection.

chocardiography
ll prosthetic valves functioned well at 1 week. There were
o signs of valve thrombosis recorded. Also, at autopsy,
here was no additional thrombus found in and around the
ative pulmonary valve, which was destroyed during the
peration.

pacial Distribution of Valve Calcification
hen all the data obtained from explanted bioprostheses
igure 2. Representative illustration of histologic findings. A,
iagram of longitudinal section through an explanted stented
alve. a, Wall portion; b, leaflet; c, pannus overgrowth; d, Dacron
loth. B, Photomicrograph of hematoxylin and eosin–stained sec-

ion of an explanted Aspire Aortech valve 6 months after implan-
ation. C, Photomicrograph of Von Kossa–stained section. Cal-
ium is visible at the top of the aortic wall portion and, to a lesser
xtent, around the suture near the annulus.
fter chronic implantation are considered, calcification in
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he cusps is significantly lower than in the aortic wall
ortions of the valve (P � .001). Within the cusps, the
ighest calcium levels are found in the commissures, and
he lowest calcium levels are found in the edges of the cusp.
here is no prevalence for calcification between cusps (Fig-
re 4, A). In the wall portion of the valve, the highest values
re found in the outflow part of the valve (Figure 4, B). The
ature of the calcification was studied in the histologic

n the outflow portion of the wall. *P < .002. Rc, Right coronary c
usp base; Lc, left coronary cusp commissure; Le, left coronary
ommissure; Ne, noncoronary cusp free edge; Nb, noncoronary cu
all right coronary cusp; Lwi, inflow part wall left coronary cu

oncoronary cusp; Now, outflow part noncoronary cusp.
ections. Extrinsic calcification was found in 9 of 120 valves T
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nd was located in the pannus formation at the base of the
eaflets. This was found in 4 stentless valves (Biocor I,
rima plus, Toronto, and Pericarbon) and 5 stented valves
Labcor, Labcor Duranol, Mosaic, and 2 Pericarbon valves).
ll theses valves were implanted in the pulmonary position.
ll other calcifications were intrinsic calcifications. The
ifferences in calcification between the porcine valve types
re analyzed by using multiple comparisons, as presented in

Figure 3. Distribution of calcium
content data and concomitant
normal probability plots. The up-
per panels show the extreme
skew distribution of the calcium
content data, with a strong de-
viation from a straight line in the
normal probability plot. Logistic
transformation of the original
data results in a normal distri-
bution (lower panels).

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of
valve calcification. The graphs
shows median values, with the
interquartile range (rectangular
box) and nonoutlier range (non-
outlier range � all values of the
1.5 � interquartile range inter-
val). A, Calcium content in dif-
ferent cusp parts, separated for
right, left, and noncoronary
cusps. B, Calcium content in in-
flow and outflow parts of the
wall portion of the prosthesis.
Consistently higher values are
seen in commissural parts and

ommissure; Re, right coronary cusp free edge; Rb, right coronary
free edge; Lb, left coronary cusp base; Nc, noncoronary cusp

ase; Rwi, inflow part wall right coronary cusp; Rwo, outflow part
wo, outflow part wall left coronary cusp; Nwi, inflow part wall
usp c
cusp
sp b

sp; L
able 2. It is shown that many valve types differ in their

ic and Cardiovascular Surgery ● Volume 132, Number 1 
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alcium content, which might be related, in addition to the
ge of the sheep, to factors like fixation process, antimin-
ralization treatment, and design. Indeed, these valves rep-
esent multiple generations of valves and valve design. To
nravel the significance of the different factors influencing
alve calcification, multiple types of valves were grouped
ogether, and a univariate and multivariate analysis was
erformed by using the logistically transformed calcium
ontent data.

actors Influencing Valve Calcification
nivariate analysis revealed that calcium content is signif-

cantly (P � .05) related to valve part or fraction (cusp or

ABLE 2. Nonparametric comparison (Kruskal-Wallis) of a
Hancock

NT
Biocor

gen Aspire Labcor

tented;
No Am

Hancock NT
Biocor genetic —
Aspire AorTech *** —
Labcor ** *** ***

tentless;
No Am

Labcor p conduit *** — — ***
Toronto SPV — * *** —

tented;
Am

Hancock II — — — ***
Mosaic *** *** *** —
Labcor Duranol — ** *** —
Epic — ** *** —

tentless;
Am

Prima Plus *** *** *** —
Photofix *** *** *** —
Freestyle *** *** *** —
Biocor No-React I — ** *** —

m, Antimineralization treatment; NT, nontreated; Hancock NT, includes H
05, **P � .01, ***P � .001.

ABLE 3. Univariate and multivariate analysis of calcium
Cusp

Univariate
analysis Multivariate

P value � P value

mplant duration (3 mo/6 mo) �.00001 �0.0328 NS
ge (juvenile/ adolescent) �.00001 �0.3135 �.0001
osition (pulmonary/mitral) �.00001 �0.2591 �.0001
esign (stented/stentless) .0018 0.0502 NS
rigin (porcine/bovine
pericardial)

�.00001 0.2309 �.0001

nticalcification treatment
(treated/nontreated)

.0011 �0.1479 �.0001

ests used are t tests and multiple linear regression with the logistical
ultivariate model because all univariate P values were smaller than .1.

ignificance at the univariate level. The multivariate analysis for the cusp
all, implant position is the only nonsignificant variable. All other variables

he magnitude of the effect. NS, not significant; A, adolescent; J, juvenile;
ericardium; T, treated; NT, nontreated.
all portion), age (juvenile or adolescent), tissue origin l
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porcine or pericardial), treatment (antimineralization treat-
ent or not), implant position (mitral or pulmonary), tissue

rigin (porcine or pericardial), and valve design (stented or
tentless). Extending the implantation duration from 3 to 6
onths did not increase calcification further (P � .05). For

urther univariate and multivariate analysis, cusp and wall
ortion data were separated (Table 3). Multivariate analysis
f the cusp data reveals the following factors as independent
redictors of calcification: age of the animal (adolescent �
uvenile), implant position (pulmonary � mitral), tissue
rigin (pericardial � porcine), and valve treatment (treated �
ontreated). Valve design (stented or stentless) and, again,

rcine valve types in the study (cusp values)

Toronto
Hancock

II Mosaic
Lab
Dur Epic

Prima
Plus Photofix Freestyle

***
— ***
— *** —
— *** — —
— *** — — —
* *** — — — —
— *** — — — — —
— *** — — — — — —

ck I valved conduit and Hancock MO; —, no significant difference. *P �

ent data
Wall

sis
Univariate
analysis Multivariate analysis

Level P value � P value Level

o � 6 mo NS 3M mo � 6 mo
J �.00001 �0.2084 �.0001 A � J
M .035 0.0632 NS P � M

� Sl .00004 �0.1890 �.0001 St � Sl
� BP �.00001 0.3757 �.0001 PA � BP

NT .0052 �0.1363 .0005 T � NT

nsformed calcium content data. For the cusp, all variables entered the
he wall, the factor implant duration was excluded because of a lack of
ls the implant duration and the design as nonsignificant variables. For the
ithheld as significant predictors for calcium content. The � value indicates
monary; M, mitral; St, stented; Sl, stentless; PA, porcine aorta; BP, bovine
ll po
Lab
con

***
—
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

anco
cont

analy

3 m
A �
P �
St
PA

T �

ly tra
For t

revea
are w
P, pul
ong-term duration of implantation (3 or 6 months) is not a
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ignificant predictor. For the wall portion, age, tissue origin,
esign, and treatment are independent predictors of calcifi-
ation (P � .05), but position and implant duration are not
P � .05).

Effect of implantation duration. In the not-implanted
alves calcium content was 0.38 � 0.31 �g/mg for the
eaflets, 0.38 � 0.30 �g/mg for the aortic wall portion (P �
05), and 0.38 � 0.30 �g/mg for the entire valve. There
ere no differences found in calcium content between types
f valves (P � .05). This resulted in an upper calcium limit
f 1 �g/mg (mean value � 2 standard deviations), indicat-
ng normal baseline calcium content of the valves before
mplantation.

These results were compared with those originating from
alves that were implanted for only 1 to 5 days. Calcium
ontent was significantly higher than in corresponding areas
f similar types of nonimplanted valves: 1.47 � 0.85 �g/mg
n the leaflets, 1.59 � 0.96 �g/mg in the wall portion, and
.52 � 0.89 �g/mg in the entire valve (P � .05).

In adolescent sheep the overall calcium content of valves
ncreased about 10 times during the first 3 months of im-
lantation (to 14.3 �g/mg) but remained at this level during
he next 3 months.

Juvenile versus adolescent sheep. As described above,
ultivariate analysis of the calcium content data revealed

hat age was a significant and independent factor of in-
reased calcification for the cusp as for the aortic wall
ortion (Table 3). In an effort to quantify these calcification
haracteristics, calcium content was determined in all juve-
ile (5 months of age) and adolescent (11 months of age)
heep. The results are as follows: in juvenile sheep overall
alcium content was several times higher than in adolescent
heep, in the leaflets (Figure 5, A) as in the aortic wall
ortion (Figure 6, A).

Implant position. Multivariate analysis of the data indi-
ated that the position of valve implantation (mitral or
ulmonary) is an independent factor of valve calcification,

Figure 5. Calcium content values in the cusp. The g
(rectangular box) and nonoutlier range. A, Calcium co
calcium content in pulmonary (P) and mitral (M) impla

bovine pericardial (BP) cusps. *P < .00001.

The Journal of Thorac
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lthough only for the cusps. Calcification of the leaflets is
ignificantly higher after mitral than after pulmonary im-
lantation (Table 3). When the aortic wall portion is con-
idered, no significant effect of implant position is found.

When the calcium contents at 3 to 6 months of all valves
mplanted in the pulmonary position are compared with
hose of all valves at the same time interval but implanted in
he mitral position, calcium content of the leaflets was about
wice as high in the mitral than in the pulmonary implants
Figure 5, B).

Valve design and tissue material. The multivariate analy-
is indicated that valve design (stented or stentless) and
issue material (pericardium or porcine aorta) are indepen-
ent factors influencing calcification (Table 3). Stenting is
nly an independent predictor of wall calcification and not
or cusp calcification, but tissue material is important for
oth wall and cusp calcification. When the results of all
tented valves are compared with those of all stentless
alves, stentless valves calcify more than stented valves in
he wall portion (Figure 6, B). Valves constructed from
ericardial tissue calcify less than valves made of porcine
ortic roots. When all porcine valves are compared with all
ericardial valves, calcium content is higher in the porcine
alves compared with that in the pericardial valves, in the
eaflets (Figure 5, C) as in the wall portion (Figure 6, C).

Antimineralization treatment. When the calcium con-
ent data of valves that received any kind of antimineraliza-
ion treatment were compared with those of nontreated
alves, a significantly lower calcification was found (P �
001). Multivariate analysis indicated that treatment was an
ndependent factor influencing valve calcification (Table 3).

The following antimineralization treatments were included:

. surfactants: sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS; Hancock II
valve), polysorbate 80 (Tween 80: Perimount, Prima
Plus valves), No-React (No-React: Biocor No-React I

shows median values, with the interquartile range
in cusps of adolescent (A) and juvenile (J) sheep. B,
cusps. C, Calcium content in porcine aortic (PA) and
raph
ntent
nted
ic and Cardiovascular Surgery ● Volume 132, Number 1 
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valves), and �-amino-oleic acid (AOA; Mosaic, Free-
style valves) and

. alcohols: octanediol (Duranol: Labcor Duranol valve)
and ethanol (Linx: Epic valve).

For the leaflets, any form of antimineralization treatment
ested resulted in less calcification than the nonuse of treat-
ent, except for SDS (Figure 7, A). Concerning the wall

ortion in stentless valves, no treatment had a significant
ffect in reducing calcification (Figure 7, C). In stented valves
he limited wall portion that is present calcifies less when an
ntimineralization treatment is applied (Figure 7, B).

iscussion
his study shows that the calcification potential of adoles-
ent sheep is considerable and not exclusive for juvenile
nimals. This can be related to the still-enhanced calcium
etabolism in these young animals.4 Although the calcifi-

Figure 6. Calcium content values in the wall. The g
(rectangular box) and nonoutlier range. A, Calcium co
B, Calcium content in the wall of stented (Std) and ste
(PA) and bovine pericardial (BP) wall. *P < .0003.

Figure 7. Calcium content values in valves treated with
values, with the interquartile range (rectangular box)
valves). Nontreated (No) and sodium dodecylsulfate
content. B, Calcium content in the wall of stented valv
content compared with valves treated with anticalcifi
valves. Significant differences between treatments are
Medical, Inc, St Paul, Minn).
ation potential in adolescent sheep is less than that in i
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uvenile sheep, it is powerful enough to reveal the factors
nfluencing calcification processes and to distinguish be-
ween the effects of different antimineralization treatments.

The finding that young age is an important determinant
f tissue prosthesis calcification is not surprising. It has been
ong known from clinical implants that prosthetic valve
alcification and its consequences are strongly related to
atient age at implantation.5

It was, and perhaps still is, believed that pericardial and
orcine tissue equally calcifies with time when used as a
rosthetic construct. This originates from the finding that
oth tissues have the same potential for calcification when
mplanted subcutaneously in rats. This, however, does not
mply that they, as valve constructs, will calcify to the same
xtent. Indeed, results from rats cannot be freely extrapo-
ated to other species1 and certainly not when blood contact
onditions are involved.6 Nevertheless, the extensive work

shows median values, with the interquartile range
in the wall of adolescent (A) and juvenile (J) sheep.
s (Sless) valves. C, Calcium content in porcine aortic

rent anticalcification agents. The graph shows median
onoutlier range. A, Calcium content in the cusps (all

)–treated valves have a significantly higher calcium
ontreated valves have a significantly higher calcium

n agents. C, Calcium content in the wall of stentless
und. *P < .05. AOA, �-Amino-oleic acid Linx (St Jude
raph
ntent
ntles
diffe
and n
(SDS
es. N

catio
not fo
n sheep from Jones and colleagues1 and Gallo and associ-
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tes7 could not differentiate between the calcification rates
f porcine or pericardial valves. The problem is that a
ixture of different porcine valves was compared with a
ixture of different pericardial valves from different man-

facturers. Recently, a sophisticated in vitro technique using
olographic interferometry was developed to test tissue
alcification.8 When comparing pericardial valves from one
anufacturer with porcine bioprostheses from different
anufacturers, no differences in calcification rates can be

ound.8 It was concluded that the biologic material of the
rosthesis (pericardial or porcine) is not the crucial factor
ut that mechanical stresses have a much more pronounced
ffect on calcification. Nevertheless, using the same tech-
ology, Glasmacher and coworkers9 demonstrated that peri-
ardial valves are less prone to calcification than porcine
alves when valves from the same manufacturer are com-
ared. Our findings in the present study suggest also that
issue source is an independent predictor of valve calcifica-
ion in the sense that pericardial valves calcify less than
orcine valves. This was confirmed by clinical data when
he long-term performance of Carpentier-Edwards porcine
ioprostheses and Carpentier-Edwards pericardial biopros-
heses were compared.10 It was found that 10-year freedom
rom explantation was lower for the porcine (90% � 2%)
han for the pericardial (97% � 2%, P � .04) valves. The
ncidence of structural valve degeneration was much higher
n porcine than in pericardial valves.

This, however, does not mean that pericardial biopros-
heses do not calcify: it was extensively shown in sheep1,7

nd in human subjects11-13 that pericardial prostheses of
ifferent designs and from different manufacturers calcify at
ifferent rates. It has long been known that mechanical
tress stimulates calcification,14 and it was clearly shown by
eiwick and colleagues8 that valve calcification strongly

orrelates with stress distribution within the valve. This
xplains the significant influence of valve design on valve
alcification.

In the present study several aspects of this interrelation-
hip among valve design, valve structure, and calcification
haracteristics come about in the adolescent sheep model.
irst, there is the distribution of valve calcification. We
ould clearly show that at sites of increased mechanical
tress and strain, calcification was pronounced: predomi-
antly at the cuspal commissures, to a lesser extent at the
ase of the leaflet, and in the least at the free edge. This is
n agreement with the findings of Schoen and associates15

nd demonstrates again the sensitivity of the adolescent
heep model.

Remarkable in our studies comparing stented with stent-
ess valves16 was that the wall calcification occurs more
rogressively and more rapidly in stentless valves than in
heir stented counterparts. In previous studies we already

ocused attention on porcine wall mineralization of tissue p

The Journal of Thorac
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alves and revealed an important cell-mediated calcification
rocess.17 Besides the importance of dead cells and cell
emnants as foci of early mineralization, the contribution of
lastin, elastolysis, and subsequent calcification of elastic
bers in the aortic wall portion was shown. Thus in general

he aortic wall calcifies more than the cusps, most probably
ecause of its typical highly cellularized structure, which
ontains more elastin. Obviously, stenting in itself reduces
ortic wall calcification, so that in stented valves the differ-
nce between cusp and wall calcification fades away or even
everses, especially after left-sided (mitral) valve implanta-
ion when increased stress accentuates cusp calcification.
his might explain why Biedrzycki and associates18 found

hat calcification in the aortic wall segments of failed
tented human porcine bioprostheses was approximately
alf that of cuspal calcification. All valves were failing in
he aortic or mitral position and were heavily calcified
66 � 6.3 �g/mg). It was suggested by Trantina-Yates and
oworkers19 that the predominant calcification of the aortic
all is species related and typical for sheep. They found a
istinctly higher value of aortic wall calcification in the
heep model compared with that seen in nonhuman pri-
ates. The problem with this study is that the difference in

ortic wall calcification can be age related rather than spe-
ies related because the sheep were juveniles and the age of
he baboons was unknown. Also, the finding that the aortic
all portion, mainly in stentless valves, calcifies more in the
ulmonary position is confirmed by human data: allograft
ortic valves or roots implanted in the right-sided circula-
ion frequently fail because of calcific stenosis, often pre-
ominantly in the aortic wall portion.20 Midterm echocar-
iographic follow-up studies after Ross operations also have
hown that homografts in the pulmonary position are prone
o a calcification and stenotic process. Independent predic-
ors of homograft failure in the pulmonary position were
oung age at the time of the operation and the use of aortic
nstead of pulmonary homografts.21

Schoen and colleagues22 suggested that the reduced aor-
ic wall calcification in stented valves might be related to the
act that the stent with cloth might block diffusion of
alcium-containing fluid from the adventitial side of the
ortic wall. Another possibility is that the valve stent re-
uces mechanical stress on the small aortic wall segment,
hich was trimmed contiguous with the cusps to a level

lightly distal to the commissures and incorporated into the
rosthesis. Until now, there have been no available system-
tic data on calcification of explanted stentless valves in
uman subjects, which makes further comparison with the
heep model impossible.

Another independent factor that influences cusp and wall
alcification is the implant position (left or right side).
rosthetic valve implantation in the left side of the heart (mitral

osition) accentuates calcification of the cusps, whereas right-

ic and Cardiovascular Surgery ● Volume 132, Number 1 
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ided implantation accentuates calcification of the wall por-
ion. This was confirmed in human implants,18 with the
ighest calcium concentrations shown in the cusps in mitral
alve implants.

In general, biologic tissue used in the construction of
eart valve bioprostheses is glutaraldehyde treated to pre-
ent degeneration of the material after implantation. How-
ver, glutaraldehyde treatment is related to in vivo calcifi-
ation of the fixed tissue. Various preglutaraldehyde and
ostglutaraldehyde tissue treatments have been attempted to
vercome these detrimental effects. These include detergents
r surfactants, such as SDS and polysorbate 80 (Tween 80).
heir mode of action is mainly related to removal of cellular

emnants and phospholipids from the tissue, and their effect
as first described in juvenile sheep by Jones and col-

eagues.1 One has to distinguish between the anticalcifica-
ion effects of a given treatment on the leaflets or on the
alve wall portion. On the leaflets, both the detergents and
urfactants Tween 80, No-React, and AOA and the alcohols
thanol and octanediol have a similar effect as anticalcifi-
ation agents. S D S h a d n o effect on cusp protection (Fig-
re 7, A ). AOA, Tween 80, and No-React had no effect
gainst aortic wall calcification in porcine stentless
alves. In a previous study we could show that ethanol and
OA are superior to SDS as an antimineralization treat-
ent.23 Whether the No-React process reduces calcification

o the level of the detergents or of the more effective
nticalcification treatments could not be determined from
ur adolescent sheep study. Because the mode of action of
his procedure was never clarified,24 it is difficult to explore
he real effects of these kinds of procedures.

In conclusion, we demonstrates that the adolescent sheep
odel is useful and sensitive in the study of bioprosthetic

eart valve prostheses, provided sufficient animals are used
o overcome variability in calcification data. Also, it became
lear that optimal valve testing should take into account the
ifferent independent factors influencing bioprosthesis cal-
ification. For example, valved conduits for right-sided im-
lantation in congenital heart disease should be tested in
uvenile sheep and in the pulmonary position, whereas
tented bioprostheses can be tested preferentially in adoles-
ent sheep in the mitral position.
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Introduction.
Stentless porcine aortic valve bioprostheses, used for both aortic valve replacement and right

ventricular outflow tract reconstruction, have provided an important alternative to stent-

mounted valves. Unfortunately, calcification of the aortic wall in the root segment of stentless

bioprosthetic valves remains problematic (1-4). Several antimineralization treatments, such as

amino-oleic acid (AOA), surfactants, ethanol, etc… are effective in preventing cusp

calcification, but not mineralization of the aortic wall (5). To overcome this issue, the use of

aluminum chloride (AlCl3) pretreatment has been proposed to prevent porcine aortic wall

calcification (4;6;7). The use of trivalent cations like Al3+ and  Fe3+ originates from the

occurrence of osteomalacia in renal dialysis patients. Patients in chronic renal failure

accumulate high Al3+ levels, with disturbed bone mineralization as a consequence. This

observation led to strategies using metallic salts containing Al3+ and Fe3+ as a tissue treatment

to prevent calcification. It is hypothesized that aluminum chloride pretreatment prevents

aortic wall calcification by inhibition of elastin mineralization. Several hypothetical

mechanisms have been formulated: binding of Al3+ to elastin resulting in a permanent protein-

structural change conferring calcification resistance, inhibition of alkaline phosphatase

activity, diminished upregulation of the extracellular matrix protein tenascin C, and inhibition

of matrix metalloproteinase mediated elastolysis (6).

The efficacy of this aluminum treatment has been demonstrated in subcutaneous rat  models

(8;9) and in one sheep study of mitral valve replacement involving a stented prosthesis (7).

From  our  previous  work  however,  we  know  that  aortic  wall  calcification  predominantly

occurs in stentless valves implanted as full root (5). A more appropriate model thus is the

sheep pulmonary valve replacement model (3). In this study we evaluate an aluminum-treated

stentless prosthesis towards calcification in the aortic wall portion.
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Materials and methods.
Animals.

All sheep are bred at a special unit of the KULeuven and procured for research purposes

through the Animalium KULeuven. Age of the animals range around 6 months. Nine animals

are used for this study.

Valves studied.

A newly developed stentless valve is selected for this study. It is an intact porcine aortic root

with both coronary stumps ligated. The valve is fixed with glutaraldehyde. As

antimineralization treatment, ethanol was applied for the cusps and aluminum-treatment was

applied to the aortic wall portion. Care is taken to respect the differential treatment of cusps

and wall, to avoid the possible detrimental effects of aluminum on the cusps (6). All valves

were size 21mm and are all sterilized.

Surgical procedures.

The sheep implant procedure is performed as decribed before (2;3). Through a left

thoracotomy, the valves were implanted as an interposition in the pulmonary artery with

running 4/0 polypropylene sutures. The native pulmonary valve is destroyed. After 1 week,

the sheep returned to the controlled animal facility where the general health of the sheep is

checked daily. All animals are planned for an implant duration of 6 months. After 6 months,

the animals are premedicated, anesthetized and the left thoracotomy is reopened. Heparin is

administered and the implanted valve is excised together with a proximal and distal part of the

sheep pulmonary artery.

Macroscopical examination.

Valves were grossly inspected and colour photographs were taken. Special attention was paid

to retraction of the cusps, or any deformed or indurated parts of the valve.

64-slice CT-scanning.

All explanted valves are scanned separately with a 64-slice CT-scan. This methodology of

scanning allows radiographic imaging through the tissue with slices 0,4mm (10;11).

Afterwards, computerized 3D-images are reconstructed. Pixel density is used to distinguish

calcified area’s from non-calcified soft tissue. Attention is focussed on the visualization of the

aortic wall calcification.

X-ray assessment.

The valve is longitudinally transsected through the commissures. Each of the three specimens

thus includes a part of the porcine aortic wall (wall of the stentless valve), and a cusp. X-ray
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examination in two perpendicular directions are made to demonstrate and localize

macroscopical calcification. In the judgement of the X-rays, simply the presence or absence of

calcification is scored.

Histology.

For histology, a longitudinal section of one specimen is embedded in paraffin. Four-

micrometer thick sections are routinely stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE), Masson's

trichrome  stain  for  collagen,  an  elastic  Von  Giesson  stain,  a  phosphotungstic-acid-

hematoxylin (PTAH) for fibrin, and a Von Kossa calcium staining.

Quantitative calcium content determination.

Half of every segment is used for quantitative calcium determination. The cusps are divided in

three parts: commissural area, basal part and free edge. Wall samples are separated into

inflow and outflow part of the wall. After lyophilization, the tissue is pulverized, and

desiccated to constant weight in an oven. Hydrolysates are made in 6 N HCl. Calcium content

is measured by flame atomic absorption spectrometry, and expressed as mg/mg of dry cuspal

weight.

Results.
Explanted valves.

From the 9 animals, one animal died immediately after the operation (ventricular fibrillation).

All other 8 animals remained in good condition during the planned implantation period of 6

months. No infectious problems or endocarditis were noted in these animals.

Macroscopical examination.

None of the valves showed signs of vegetations, thrombi, tears or perforations or cusp

retraction. All explanted valves revealed pliable and functioning cusps, without severe

stiffening  or  explicit  calcification.  One  valve  showed a  cuspal  hematoma.  In  3  animals,  the

aortic wall was clearly calcified with severe stiffening of the wall tissue. Fig. 1 illustrates

three explanted valves.
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Figure 1.
Three representative examples of explanted valves after 6 months in pulmonary position. All explanted valves
revealed pliable and functioning cusps, without severe stiffening or explicit calcification.

64-slice CT-scanning.

In 5 valves, obvious wall calcification was noted in the aortic wall portion. The three

remaining valves showed no or only minimally scattered calcifications in their wall portion.

Distribution of the calcified layer was frequently nearer to the intima. Mineralization extended

towards  the  stumps  of  both  coronary  ostia.  The  inflow  side  of  the  aortic  wall  portion  was

clearly less affected compared to the outflow region. Representative figures from the 64-slice

CT-scanning are given in Fig. 2.

Figure 2.
Three examples from the 64-slice CT-scanning through explanted valves. Left panel: Marked calcification
throughout the outflow part of the aortic wall, located at the intima side of the wall. Cusps and inflow part of the
valve are free from radiographically visible mineralization. Middle panel: Clear aortic wall calcification
extending to the coronary artery stumps. The calcified area in the lower part is in the middle of the aortic media.
Small calcific deposit at the inflow region (possibly suture-related). Right panel: Representative example of a
3D-reconstruction with a computerized section through the valve. Pixel density is colour-coded with densities
suggestive of calcified area’s coded in red to black. White and grey all represent non-calcified soft tissue.
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X-ray assessment.

Radiographical evidence of calcific deposits were noted in 11 of 24 explanted cusps (8

animals = 24 cusps), which means an incidence of 46%. For the inflow portion of the valves,

this was 14/24 (58%). The outflow region or the main aortic wall portion showed calcific

debris in 21/24 samples (88%). Representative pictures from the X-ray examinations are

shown  in  Fig.  3.  Also  here,  the  calcified  layer  in  the  aortic  wall  portion  was  preferentially

located at the inner side of the wall.

Figure 3.
Three representative examples of X-ray examinations of sections through explanted valves. Clear aortic wall
mineralization is seen, mainly located at the inner side of the aortic media. Radiographically, no cusp
calcification is visible.

Histology.

Some degree of neo-intima formation (pannus) was noted in every explant, but never was full

encapsulation and retraction of a cusp seen. Three valves showed iron staining, but always in

the neo-intima, never inside the cuspal tissue. Thrombus was never seen, neither was cuspal

or  wall  hemorrhage.  Calcification  of  the  wall  portion  was  clearly  present  in  7  out  of  8

explants. The inner side of the media in the outflow region is almost exclusively affected, the

outer  layers  of  the  wall  and  the  inflow  part  are  free  from  mineral  deposits.  Cuspal

calcification was not seen in the histological sections.

Quantitative calcium content determination.

Within all cusp samples, measured calcium contents were low. Samples from the aortic wall

portion however (outflow part) have clearly elevated calcium contents. All mean calcium

contents are collected in Table 1.
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Table 1. Calcium content of sectioned valve parts.

Mean calcium content  SD

(µg/mg dry tissue)

Leaflet

     - commissure 3,49  1,08

     - free edge 2,38  0,74

     - base 2,32  0,83

Wall

     - inflow part 5,11  3,12

     - outflow part 138,15  102,96

Discussion.
Unstented aortic valve substitutes offer many of the theoretical advantages of homografts

such as superior hemodynamic performance and enhanced durability, particularly when

inserted as a root. Many of these depend on the maintained flexibility of the valve

components. Therefore, calcification of the porcine aortic wall in stentless bioprostheses is

problematic. Both experimental data from our own previous studies (2;3;5) as clinical data

from explanted stentless grafts (12-14), show the predisposition of the wall portion to calcify.

And none of the existing antimineralization treatments is able to prevent or even to diminish

aortic wall mineralization (5).

Regarding the possible mechanism behind the occurrence of this wall calcification, a

hypothesis was recently formulated stating an important role for elastin (8). Subsequently, a

new tissue treatment aimed at the prevention of this elastin-mediated mineralization was

introduced.  Pre-treating  elastin  with  aluminum seems to  be  able  to  prevent  elastin-mediated

mineralization (7;8). Our current findings reveal that the aluminum-treatment did not result in

prevention  of  wall  mineralization.  In  7  out  of  8  explants,  clear  aortic  wall  calcification

occurred. In three explants, calcification was obvious at macroscopical examination.

Radiographically,  88%  of  outflow  wall  samples  were  calcified.  The  calcium  content  values

were clearly pathologically elevated to similar levels as reported in Freestyle, Toronto and

Prima Plus valves (2;3;5).
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The use of 64-slice CT-scanning improved our current explantation and analysis protocols for

explanted bioprostheses. The investigation is easy to perform and is completely non-

destructive for the valvular tissue that remains available for further processing. The imaging

delivers even better radiographic views compared to the standard X-ray images. Above all,

the valve can be investigated completely, while X-ray imaging, histology and calcium content

investigations are performed on a sectioned part of the valve. As we see on the reconstructed

3D-images, aortic wall calcification (and also cusp calcification in other valves) is never

homogeneously spread throughout the tissue. On the contrary, calcific deposits are always

irregularly bordered and unequally scattered over the tissue. Choosing one part of the valve

for histology, and another for calcium content determination may result in missing calcific

deposits. The unequal spread also explains the numerical distribution of calcium content

values which is always skewed and far from a normal distribution (5).

Elastin is unprotected and unfixed by glutaraldehyde. Elastin fibers may become damaged,

fragmented and ultimately calcify. Experimental evidence for this elastin-based wall

calcification exists (7;8) but the experimental settings used are either in vitro models or

subcutaneous rat models. Several of these studies do not make use of intact aortic wall

samples but use isolated elastin, either chemically isolated from wall samples or simply

commercially available elastin (8;15). Only one study reports experimental evidence obtained

in a sheep model of valve replacement, but a model of mitral valve replacement with a stented

prosthesis is used (7). We have shown that both the stented design (with only minimal

incorporation  of  aortic  wall)  as  the  use  of  mitral  valve  position,  results  in  a  low  degree  of

aortic wall calcification (5). And in our model of mitral valve replacement with stented

valves, all the currently existing antimineralization treatments are able to reduce calcification

of the (small) aortic wall portion (5).

The  observation  of  elevated  cusp  calcification  after  exposure  to  Al3+ has led to the

development of a differential tissue treatment: cusp and wall and differentially exposed to

ethanol and Al3+ (7). This differential treatment may possibly have led to inadequate exposure

or penetration of the Al3+ solution into the aortic wall, which may be an explanation for the

preferential location of calcified plaques at the inner side of the media. What pleads against

this hypothesis, is the fact that also in other stentless bioprostheses (Freestyle, Toronto SPV,

Prima Plus,…), our radiological and histological findings also located the most intense

calcification at the inner medial level. Obviously, the inner side faces the blood stream:

infiltrating (Ca2+-rich) plasma will encounter the inner layer first.
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In earlier work, we demonstrated that initial calcific deposits in porcine aortic wall fragments

are mainly formed at the level of cells and cellular remnants (16;17). The processing of this

specific stentless valve type has changed nothing to the cell content of the wall portion.

Therefore we feel it is not surprising that residual (and severe) calcification still does take

place.

In conclusion, aluminum-treatment of porcine aortic wall tissue as performed in this stentless

prosthesis will not be able to prevent aortic wall mineralization. Cells and cellular remnants

which are in our opinion the most important nucleators for bioprosthetic wall mineralization

are still present. The hypothesis regarding elastin-based wall calcification is mainly built

around findings in native human tissue and experiments involving isolated elastin fibers in rat

subcutaneous models. The protective effect of Al3+ on wall calcification in a sheep model is

disputable: a stented valve type was placed in mitral position. Many currently available

antimineralization treatment are able to prevent of diminish wall calcification in stented

valves (5). On the other hand, there is evidence (from rat models however) that Al3+ treatment

of  tissue  is  also  able  to  prevent  cell-based  mineralization  (18).  In  this  case,  it  is  worth

proceeding research concerning the antimineralization properties of cations and try to provide

more adequate Al3+ exposure to the whole aortic wall.
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General discussion.

1. Biomineralization of soft tissue.

1.1 The biomineralization process.

Calcification of biological tissue occurs in two different phases: nucleation and propagation

(18;19). Nucleation is the most important and critical phase, because calcium and phosphate

concentrations in normal body fluids are insufficient to allow spontaneous precipitation. Both

in normal bone formation as in pathological calcification, a nucleating site has to be present.

A nucleating site is a localized micro-environment in which inorganic calcium and phosphate

can interact in optimal circumstances and concentrations allowing spontaneous precipitation

and formation of an initial amorphous calcium phosphate crystal. Once nucleation has

occurred, the concentration of calcium and phosphate in body fluids is sufficient for crystal

propagation and growth. Calcium and phosphate in extracellular fluids are in a metastable

state: both ions do normally not precipitate, but when certain conditions are met (higher

localized concentrations, presence of an initial crystal, etc), precipitation can and will take

place.

Calcific deposits in mineralized tissue (either physiologic or pathologic) essentially are

calcium phosphate salts, presenting in the form of hydroxyapatite (19;20). Hydroxyapatite is

Ca5(PO4)3(OH), but is usually written as Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 to denote that the crystal cell unit

comprises two molecules. Although mammalian extracellular fluids are metastable towards

hydroxyapatite, the crystal normally does not spontaneously precipitate (20). Hydroxyapatite

needs, as well in bone and teeth as in ectopic calcification, a substrate that serves as a

nucleator for crystal precipitation. Once the initial precipitation has occurred, further crystal

growth and expansion is just a matter of time. Hydroxyapatite is formed from its preliminary

compounds, namely amorphous calcium phosphate and other ions in a different crystalline

form such as octa-calcium-posphate, Ca8H2(PO4)6 (18).

1.2 Bone ossification.

In bone formation, mineralization is an energy-requiring process. Living osteogenic cells

generate small (100nm) membranous cell fragments, so-called ‘matrix vesicles’, by pinching

off  vesicles  from  the  outer  plasma  membrane.  It  reflects  a  stage  in  programmed  cell  death
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(apoptosis). These matrix vesicles serve as the initial site of bone calcification in all skeletal

tissues (21;22). Initial hydroxyapatite mineral crystals are generated at the level of matrix

vesicle membranes. This first phase of physiological mineralization is controlled by

phosphatases (including alkaline phosphatase) and several Ca2+-binding molecules which are

abundantly present in matrix vesicles. The second phase of biomineralization begins with the

breakdown of matrix vesicle membranes, exposing preformed hydroxyapatite to the

extracellular fluid after which crystal proliferation can proceed, governed by extracellular

conditions. Both phases of mineralization are under cellular control: the first phase is initiated

by osteogenic cells generating calcifiable matrix vesicles, releasing them into sites of intended

calcification. The second phase is controlled by cells regulating extracellular ionic conditions

and matrix composition. The whole process implies a variety of cellular elements

(mesenchymal cells, osteoblasts, osteoclasts,…) and numerous mediators (phosphatases,

Ca2+-binding proteins, bone-morphogenetic proteins, chemo-attractants,…) either stimulating

or inhibiting crystal growth.

1.3 Pathologic calcification of living soft tissue.

Pathological or ectopic mineralization of soft tissues, including articular cartilage and

cardiovascular tissues, leads to morbidity and mortality. Recent findings suggest that the

mechanisms and factors regulating physiological bone mineralization may be identical or at

least similar to those regulating ectopic mineralization (23). Pathological mineralization is

also initiated by matrix vesicles, membrane-enclosed particles released from the plasma

membrane of mineralization-competent cells. In addition, several regulators (activators and

inhibitors) of physiological mineralization have been identified and characterized, and

evidence indicates that the same factors also contribute to the regulation of ectopic

mineralization.

1.4 Bioprosthetic tissue calcification.

In calcification of biological heart valves, the end product – the  calcific deposit – is similar to

that  in  bone.  Calcific  deposits  in  calcified  bioprostheses  are  calcium  phosphate  salts,

presenting in the form of hydroxyapatite (24;25). Unfortunately, the similarity stops there.

When considering apatite formation and growth in either physiological mineralization (bone

and teeth) or in pathological mineralization (arteries, kidneys, muscles, etc), one is always

dealing with energy-requiring mechanisms involving living and functioning tissue cells who

perform their functions, excrete mediators, chemo-attract other cell types, etc. At the time of
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implantation, the tissue of a glutaraldehyde-fixed bioprosthesis is not a living physiological

environment and energy-requiring processes do not take place. At the time of implantation, a

bioprosthetic valve is devoid of living cells. And the fixation of tissue with glutaraldehyde

does not allow many living cells to enter, stay alive after entering or perform their functions.

This means that the key elements providing physiologic or pathologic soft tissue

mineralization are most likely not valid in bioprosthetic tissue calcification.

1.5 Terminology.

Ectopic calcification is defined as inappropriate biomineralization occurring in soft tissue. In

patients with chronic renal failure, a systemic mineral imbalance is associated with

widespread ectopic calcification, referred to as metastatic calcification.  In  the  absence  of  a

systemic mineral imbalance, ectopic calcification is typically termed dystrophic calcification.

Often, these sites show evidence of tissue alteration and/or necrosis. Dystrophic

mineralization is commonly observed in soft tissues as a result of injury, disease, and aging.

Calcification of bioprosthetic valves in a normocalcemic host can be categorized as

dystrophic calcification.

Extrinsic calcification of a tissue valve refers to calcific deposits occurring outside the actual

valvular tissue. This may take place in cells adherent to the valve, formed neo-intima, in

thrombi or vegetations. Although all these phenomena are relevant to global valve function

and long-term behaviour, the main focus of interest is the intrinsic valve calcification,

occurring within the substance of the tissue of which the valve is constructed.

2. Tissue valves: cells, fibers and ground substance.

2.1 Cells and cell remnants.

The prelevation, subsequent processing and fixation of tissue harvested from an animal results

in irreversible cell death. Cell death leads to the presence of cellular debris: dead or disrupted

cells, membranous cellular degradation products, remnants from the cell nucleus, free cell

organelles, fragments from the endoplasmatic reticulum, etc. These cellular remnants show

ultrastructural similarities to matrix vesicles (26) and have been identified as a potential

nucleation site for initial mineralization (24;26-28). The mechanisms responsible for this cell-

mediated mineralization are uncertain, but a few hypotheses have been formulated (24;25;27-

29).
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1) Intact living connective tissue cells have an intracellular free calcium concentration of

around 10-7 M, while the extracellular free calcium concentration is 10-3 M, leading to

a 10.000-fold gradient across the plasma membrane. In dead cells and in cells

modified by aldehyde crosslinking, Ca2+ enters  the  cell  passively  while  the

mechanisms for Ca2+ removal (membrane-bound, energy-requiring Ca2+ pumps)  are

no longer active. Also, the intracellularly sequestered Ca2+ in mitochondria and

endoplasmatic reticulum gains free access to the cytoplasm, a mechanism which is

certainly important for the abundant smooth muscle cell portion in the aortic wall

portion. The next step is a reaction with intracellular phosphate (PO4
3-). Phosphate is

abundantly present throughout the cell, but is highly prevalent within organellar and

plasma membranes in the form of phospholipids, proteolipids and enzymatic systems.

The massively released free Ca2+ in the cell binds to phosphate and leads to the

formation of an early calcium phosphate based mineral (28;29). Hereby, the initial

step towards hydroxyapatite formation is set.

2) Phospholipids in membranes do not only carry negatively-charged phosphates, their

phosphate groups can be set free through the action of activated phosphatases

(triggered trough free Ca2+ ions). Free inorganic phosphate easily reacts with Ca2+ to

form an amorphous calcium phosphate precipitate.

3) Calcium does not only have an affinity for phospholipids, a lot of membrane-bound

proteins and enzymes have high affinity for Ca2+. These large proteins can attract and

bind Ca2+ ions.

4) In pathologic cartilage ossification, a non-energy requiring ‘Ca2+ trap’ has been

postulated, through the formation of calcium-phopsholipidic complexes which can

nucleate hydroxyapatite from a metastable calcium phosphate solution (19). This non-

energy-requiring process may also play in bioprosthetic tissue calcification.

Cells, cell remnants, membrane fragments, organelles, etc…are all observed sites of primary

nucleation of bioprosthetic valve mineralization (24;25). The small, early crystal nuclei will

progressively accumulate additional mineral compounds, eventually growing to macroscopic

calcific deposits. The role of phospholipids in the initiation of calcification is not to be

underestimated. In vivo hydroxyapatite formation induced by phospholipids is demonstrated

both in normal physiological bone formation processes, as in pathological soft tissue

mineralization (30;31). In commercially available tissue heart valves, a significant correlation

exists between cuspal phospholipid levels and calcium content (32). Consequently it is not

surprising that tissue treatments aimed at removing cells and membrane remnants, thereby
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reducing phospholipid levels, are successful in reducing calcification, at least in the cusps

(33). However, it is not evident to what extent these treatments effectively also prevent

collagen- or elastin-related calcification. And even if cellular remnants are efficiently

removed, there is evidence for host cell infiltration in implanted bioprosthetic valves (34).

These cells may become entrapped in a cytotoxic glutaraldehyde-fixed matrix, die and in that

way produce renewed cell debris.

2.2 Collagen.

Collagen fibers are present in all tissues used for bioprosthetic heart valves. They provide an

architectural framework and are important for mechanical strength required for adequate

valve function. The most abundant type of collagen in valvular material is collagen type I.

Collagen fibers have the ability to calcify. There is evidence of calcium deposition in isolated

type I collagen samples and in acellular collagen preparations (29;35). In both porcine and

pericardial cusps, early phases of mineral depositions are described to occur along collagen

fibers (36;37), while calcification along cell debris was reported to be minimal in these

studies. Calcific crystal nucleation in bioprosthetic tissue seems to be able to occur by

different, independent mechanisms in cells and in collagen. In porcine aortic wall

calcification, the contribution of collagen fiber calcification is probably minimal (1).

Collagen fibers are built from consecutive collagen molecules (tropocollagen). In between the

300 nm long tropocollagen molecules, small 40 nm gaps exist, also known as ‘hole zones’. In

these zones, different protective proteoglycans reside. In bone, this area (the hole zone) has

been shown to be the initial site of crystallization of the collagen fiber at the time the fiber is

incorporated in the apatite crystals originating from matrix vesicles (38). A few possible

mechanisms may cause early calcific deposits to occur near the collagen fiber.

1) In bioprosthetic tissue, matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs) and other proteolytic

enzymes are able to degrade the protective proteoglycans attached to collagen, thereby

exposing sites in collagen prone to calcification (39).

2) Repetitive mechanical stress can damage the structural integrity of collagen. In

damaged collagen fibers, the zones in between consecutive tropocollagen molecules

become larger, facilitating calcium deposition (40).

3) Collagen has a certain affinity for calcium-binding proteins containing gamma-

carboxyglutamic acid (Gla) (41). These Gla-containing proteins may originate either

directly from blood or are secreted locally by infiltrated host lymphocytes and
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macrophages, infiltrated in the bioprosthesis. Gla-proteins are known for their ability

to attract and bind calcium.

2.3 Elastin.

Elastic fibers are abundant structural proteins in the porcine aortic wall and are functionally

important components of porcine aortic cusps. Ultrastructurally, elastic fibers consist of a core

composed of cross-linked elastin molecules and an external coating of microfibrils and

proteoglycans located at the periphery of the amorphous component (42). Elastin has

particular properties that set it apart from other matrix components. Glutaraldehyde does not

chemically react with elastin. Elastin is intermolecularly crosslinked to form desmosine and

isodesmosine residues and contains very few lysine groups to react with glutaraldehyde.

Radioactive 3H-glutaraldehyde studies have confirmed very low reactivity between

glutaraldehyde and elastin (43).

Calcification of the elastic fiber in humans is quite well studied. The interest in elastic fiber

calcification comes from observations in atherosclerotic arterial wall calcification and in

senile aortic wall mineralization that can occur independent from atherosclerosis. Several

possible mechanisms and pathways have been described.

1) The external coating of the elastic fiber protects elastin from calcification (44).

Disruption  of  this  protective  coating  exposes  the  elastin  core  to  the  extracellular

environment. Elastin has been shown to possess a unique structure that facilitates

calcium binding: the elastin core has several binding for sites large cations such as

Ca2+ (45).

2) Matrix metalloproteinases such as MMP-9 and MMP-2 bind and degrade insoluble

elastin to soluble peptides (44). These elastin degradation products can elicit immune

responses and trigger unwanted reactions in host cells such as protease release and

apoptosis. The mechanism is well described and occurs through the elastin-laminin-

receptor,  which is present on the surface of most cells (44).  Vascular smooth muscle

cells can assume osteoblastic phenotypes and have been demonstrated to have

osteogenic activity in cell culture experiments (46).

3) The elastic fibers in the aortic media endure several changes with advancing age,

including changes in their amino-acid composition (47). This mechanism has been

shown  to  be  crucial  in  mineralization  of  the  aging  aorta,  even  in  the  absence  of

atheromatous disease. The aged elastic fiber includes a diminished amount of

structural proteins, an increasing content of polar amino-acids (aspartic and glutamic
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acid) and introduction of carbonyl groups into amino acid residues. These polar

residues are negatively charged and can attract counterions. The fiber becomes thus

more susceptible to the activity of elastase, it may totally disintegrate and calcify (48).

These age-related chemical changes in elastin occur independent of the onset and

evolution of atheromatous lesions (49).

The role of elastic fibers in bioprosthetic valve calcification is less clear. Elastin can be

damaged during the harvesting and preparation of the tissue. Disruption of elastic fiber

integrity has been illustrated in bioprosthetic valves, where ultrastructural studies have shown

damage to the outer protective elastin coating. The lack of reactivity of glutaraldehyde with

elastin leaves the elastic fiber unprotected and susceptible to the activity of degradative

enzymes such as matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs). Local delivery of MMP inhibitors are

able to reduce calcification in subdermally implanted elastin (50). In porcine aortic valve

cusps, degradation of elastic fibers through elastase causes an increase in radial dimensions

with a corresponding decrease in radial extensibility and a threefold increase in stiffness (51).

This means that elastin damage in cusps may be a factor in progressive cusp degeneration.

2.4 Ground substance: PGs and GAGs.

Ground substance of tissues is composed largely of proteoglycans carrying

glycosaminoglycans (mucopolysaccharides). Proteoglycans are a major component of the

animal extracellular matrix, the 'filler' substance existing between cells and fibers. They form

large complexes, both to other proteoglycans and also to fibrous matrix proteins (such as

collagen). Proteoglycans (PGs) represent a special class of heavily glycosylated proteins,

consisting of a large core protein with one or more covalently attached glycosaminoglycan

(GAG) chains. Solutions of GAGs have a slimy, mucuslike consistency that results from their

high viscosity and elasticity. These GAG chains are long, linear carbohydrate polymers that

are negatively charged under physiological conditions, due to the occurrence of sulphate and

uronic acid groups. The highly negative charged side chains of PGs result in an enormous

water-binding capacity which gives these PGs their important mechanical functions: 1)

maintaining matrix hydration and volume; 2) giving tissue the ability to resist and absorb

compressive forces.

In a native porcine valve, PGs are mainly located in the spongiosa layer, which is the layer

that has to absorb the mechanical stress forces during valve closure. The spongiosa also

enables shearing stresses between the fibrosa and ventricularis layers. In pericardium, PGs are

mainly composed of dermatan- and chondroitin-sulfate (52). These highly charged units
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contribute to tissue hydration and elasticity but also have an important interaction with the

abundant collagen fibers. Just like elastin, PGs and GAGs are not effectively stabilized by

glutaraldehyde (53).

In bioprosthetic valves, the role of PGs and GAGs on mineralization is controversial but one

thing is clear: loosing GAGs is not beneficial to long-term durability of tissue (54). The

presence of GAGs and PGs protects tissues from calcification. In vitro models have shown

inhibited hydroxyapatite formation after the addition of high chondroitin-sulfate

concentrations through a mechanism where PGs block the active nucleating sites for further

apatite crystal growth (55). And selective PG extraction from pericardium results in greater

accumulation of calcium salts compared to non-extracted tissue, with reduced hydrothermal

tissue stability (56). GAG removal from porcine aortic valve cusps results in decreased cuspal

thickness, reduction of water content, diminution of rehydratation capacity and important

increases in the flexural rigidity of the cusp (53).

The mechanisms through which we loose PGs are twofold. First, preparation of bioprosthetic

heart valves with the entire process of tissue harvesting, manipulation, fixation,… induces

GAG loss (53). Valve cusps stored under static conditions in 0,2% glutaraldehyde for 6

months loose over 50% of their original GAG content (53). Controlling GAG loss through

more elaborate or organ-like preservation techniques could be beneficial. The second factor

causing GAG loss is mechanical stress during cyclic functioning of the cusp (40). Given this

possible importance of maintaining PG and GAG levels in cuspal tissue, alternative tissue

fixations that are able to crosslink and fixate both collagen fibers as PGs have been

investigated. Methods using products such as acyl azide (57), carbodiimide with or without

use of diamines (58) and periodate (59) have all been able to show good tissue preservation

and reduction of calcification, at least in rat subcutaneous models. In properly cryopreserved

porcine tissue, it has been demonstrated that no significant alteration in the content, molecular

size or distribution of PGs occurs (60).

3. Factors influencing bioprosthetic tissue calcification.

3.1 Used material.

Amino-acid analyses have shown that fresh bovine pericardial tissue consists for almost 90%

out of collagen (29). Cells and ground substance are scarce in pericardium. Pericardial

collagen is almost exclusively type I. Calcified pericardium has a reduced hydroxyproline
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content, indicating that part of the collagen disappears through absorption or simple

breakdown. Several studies have tried to elucidate the origin of pericardial calcification.

Unfortunately, the results are controversial: some stress the appearance of initial deposits

along remnants of connective tissue cells (29), others claim this initiation to occur at the level

of collagen fibrils (36;37).

Compared to pericardium, porcine aortic cusps contain more cells. Collagen accounts for

approximately 40%, with 1% elastin and 5% GAGs. Collagen is both type I and type III (61).

This may be of some importance because type III collagen mineralization has never been

demonstrated in contrast to type I collagen. A fair comparison between porcine cusps and

pericardial tissue in tendency for calcification, is difficult. Results will be influenced by the

models used (subcutaneous vs circulatory), the exact tissue samples or valves used (influence

of tissue handling and design), applied tissue treatments, etc… Clinical evidence point

towards longer longevity for pericardial valves (62). Experimental results are mixed (63-65).

The porcine aortic wall portion consist for over 50% of elastin and has approximately 15%

collagen and 2% GAGs. The rest consists of cells with an abundancy of smooth muscle cells.

Experimental data suggest an important cell-mediated mechanism for aortic wall calcification

(66), while a possible role for elastin is not to be excluded (43).

3.2 Glutaraldehyde.

Glutaraldehyde reacts with tissue proteins to form intra- and intermolecular crosslinks,

resulting in a fixed, stable, non-immunogenic and sterile tissue. Glutaraldehyde is the reason

why bioprosthetic heart valves exist today.

Glutaraldehyde is a bifunctional agent that creates a series of various chemically stable

crosslinks, mainly between lysine (Lys) and hydroxylysine (Hyl) residues of tissue proteins

(67). At low concentrations, glutaraldehyde produces mainly intramolecular crosslinks in

collagen, while at higher concentrations long polymeric chains of glutaraldehyde form and

this reaction is reversible. After implantation of glutaraldehyde crosslinked biomaterial, large

polymers of glutaraldehyde are continuously hydrolyzed and this results in the release of free

monomeric glutaraldehyde.

Since collagen carries many Lys and Hyl, the collagen fiber is extensively crosslinked by

glutaraldehyde. The nature and extent of the crosslinked network depends on fixation time,

reagent concentration and fixation temperature (68). Studies with radio-isotopes of

glutaraldehyde (3H-glutaraldehyde) clearly showed a linear relation between glutaraldehyde

uptake and tissue stability (resistance to enzymatic digestion) (69).
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Three major problems with glutaraldehyde have never been resolved: 1) tissue permeability:

glutaraldehyde penetration in tissue decreases important with increasing tissue depth; 2)

heterogeneity of glutaraldehyde crosslinking with the formation of highly polymerized

glutaraldehyde; 3) liberation of free glutaraldehyde from the polymeric crosslinks.

A few hypotheses have been postulated through which glutaraldehyde as such can be

responsible for bioprosthetic tissue mineralization (70).

1) The pyridinium crosslink produced by glutaraldehyde is a quaternary amine that can

cause  an  influx  of  PO4
3- into the interfibrillar spaces of collagen, leading to

hydroxyapatite formation.

2) Tissue valves contain residual amounts of aldehyde in the tissue after preparation,

which can damage blood cells of infiltrating host cells after implantation. The

damaged cells can adhere to the surface of the valve and act as a promotor of calcific

changes.

3) The released residual glutaraldehyde is harmful to endothelial overgrowth, leaving the

biological tissue uncovered for Ca2+-rich plasma insudation (71).

4) Residual glutaraldehyde as well as unstable glutaraldehyde polymers retained in the

interstitium have been implicated in cytotoxicity towards host cells and inflammatory

reactions.

5) Glutaraldehyde fixation disables the dynamic interaction between fibrosa and

ventricularis, resulting in worsened mechanical properties (72).

Because early clinical and experimental studies demonstrated that formaldehyde cross-linked

valves have grossly inadequate durability (73), glutaraldehyde is now utilized virtually

exclusively. Concerning exposure time, exact concentrations, applied pressure and

temperature during fixation, many different protocols exist today. The rate of glutaraldehyde

incorporation by bovine pericardium is rapid, with nearly half maximal incorporation after

only 1 hour and complete reaction occurring in less then 24 hours (29). Contrary to a widely

held belief, some studies have demonstrated beneficial effects of higher concentrations of

glutaraldehyde. Several protocols using very early (within 30 min.) fixation in a high

concentration  of  glutaraldehyde  of  over  1%  have  shown  lower  degrees  of  tissue

mineralization (74;75). The mechanisms of this protective effect are purely hypothetical but

can be either due to a more efficient tissue fixation, less tissue permeability for diffusing ions,

less cell death prior to fixation or less free glutaraldehyde residuals. Until now, this high-

glutaraldehyde strategy has not reached clinical practice.
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3.3 Blood contact.

The clinical fate of every bioprosthesis is implantation in the blood stream. The interaction of

fixed tissue with circulating blood is complex. Evidence exists that the tissue will be

confronted with an insudation of lipids, proteins, cholesterol, lipoproteins, lipid-loaded

macrophages, etc…(76;77). Last but not least, the prosthesis will also be confronted with

circulating free plasma calcium that will insudate into the tissue. The effect of blood contact

on tissue mineralization is demonstrated in experimental settings (78;79): the experimental

models involving blood contact (large animal models) mimic clinically relevant

mineralization best.

3.4 Host age.

Host age is an undisputed factor in bioprosthetic valve calcification. Calcification is more

rapid and aggressive in the young. Bioprosthetic valves implanted in children under the age of

15 will calcify to a fully dysfunctional valve within 2-3 years after the implantation (7).

Freedom from structural valve deterioration at 15 years in a population aged less then 65 is

around 65%, while in a population aged more then 70 it is over 90% (76;80). Although the

relationship is well-established, the mechanisms accounting for the effect of age are uncertain.

One explanation for this dramatic influence of host age is the difference in overall calcium

handling and calcium metabolism, including higher levels of blood calcium, phosphate, bone

proteins and enhanced parathyroid hormone and vitamin D metabolism in young patients.

While this phenomenon limits the clinical use of bioprostheses in young patients, it gives the

opportunity for pre-clinical experimental valve testing in young animals, producing high rates

of valve calcification within short periods of time (81).

3.5 Mechanical stress.

The role of mechanical stress on bioprosthetic tissue calcification is complex. Implanted

valves are subjected to large mechanical stresses during each cardiac cycle, with high

transient stresses during valve closure and cyclic flexural and compressive stresses during

valve opening. Due to these important repetitive forces, bioprosthetic valves can fail

mechanically (cuspal tears) and this can occur in the absence of calcification (82). On the

other hand, many clinical observations suggest a relation between mechanical stress and

cuspal calcification: cusp calcification is more severe in mitral position compared to the aortic

position (76), and certainly compared to the tricuspid position (83). Also experimentally,

stress and valve calcification have been correlated (84).
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Within the valve structure, mechanical stresses are the highest near the commissures and

lowest at the base of the leaflets (85). At a pressure of 100mmHg applied to a closed porcine

valve, the maximal stress is 160 kPa near the commissures, 70 kPa in the body of the leaflet,

50 kPa at the free edge and only 40 kPa at the cuspal base. A perfectly similar distribution is

obtained for maximal shear stresses in these different regions (85). Computer based

mathematical models have also shown the concentration of stresses in the commissural region

(72).

When this stress distribution is compared to the distribution of calcific deposits in clinically

explanted (degenerated) valves, the regions of high stress coincide with calcified area’s

(85;86). And in over 50% of degenerated tissue valves, regions of calcification coincide with

the location of cuspal tears and perforations, suggesting that the stress the tissue is subjected

first leads to calcification and subsequently to mechanical failure (86). Since cuspal tears

occur mostly in the commissural region, a causative relation between the magnitude of

mechanical stress and the site of calcification is more than likely.

The question remains which mechanism is responsible for this relation between stress and

mineralization. Three major elements may have a fundamental role: collagen,

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and proteolysis.

1) In a series of in vitro accelerated fatigue studies with porcine valves, infrared

spectroscopy revealed progressive and severe damage to the molecular structure of

type I collagen, with loss of molecular helicity (40). Damaged collagen can serve as

initiation  site  for  calcium deposition  (cfr.  supra),  while  it  will  also  lead  to  structural

weakening of the tissue. Experimental animal studies have shown that in porcine

cusps, calcification occurs earlier in the commissural region than at the base, with the

earliest calcific deposits localized within collagen cords (84). In pericardial cusps,

calcification is observed along the zone of leaflet flexion and initiates at the level of

deformated collagen fibers (84). Pericardial specimens exposed to collagenase and

dynamic stress load fail faster than specimens exposed to collagenase and static load

(87).

2) Next  to  collagen  damage,  valve  fatigue  also  leads  to  loss  of  GAGs  from  the  cuspal

extracellular matrix (40). GAG levels dropped from 6,5 µg/mg in glutaraldehyde fixed

cusps to 0,7 µg/mg after cyclic fatigue. Loss of GAGs (cfr. supra) leads to altered

biomechanical tissue characteristics as documented in decreased cuspal bending

strength (40) and altered three-dimensional cuspal geometry (88).
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3) Thirdly, dynamic stress is shown to accelerate local proteolytic activity in bovine

pericardium (87).

In summary, there is evidence for a relation between stress and cuspal tears, for a relation

between calcification and commissural regions and for a relation between stress distribution

and commissural regions. Stress can lead to either ultrastructural damage and initiation of

calcification, or to primary tissue failure and non-calcific tears. In native, normal aortic valve

cusps, the damage accumulated by cyclic stress will be repaired and resolved by living

fibroblasts. Damaged material will be scavenged, collagen fibers repaired and tissue GAG

levels  restored.  In  a  bioprostheses,  these  processes  of  scavenging  and  repair  are  absent.

Keystone for valvular and commissural stress distribution is valve design. Numerical

computer models have guided valve designers towards altering stent height and tissue

attachment, introducing flexible stents, etc…with the common goal of reducing leaflet

(commissural) stress.

Unlike the situation for the cusp, the effect of hemodynamic stress is less important for aortic

wall calcification. The observations in this thesis describe similar amounts of calcification,

with  a  comparable  histological  presentation  in  porcine  aortic  wall  tissue  explanted  from the

jugular vein, the carotid artery and the pulmonary artery. A systematic clinical comparison of

wall  calcification  of  valves  or  homografts  in  aortic  vs.  pulmonary  position  has  not  been

reported, but both homografts as stentless valves suffer from wall calcification even in

pulmonary position (89;90).

3.6 Non-collagenous extracellular proteins.

In physiological bone mineralization, more then 17 different non-collagenous extracellular

proteins (NCPs) have a crucial role in the mineralization process (91). These proteins

(osteonectin, osteopontin, osteocalcin, matrix-Gla protein, bone sialoprotein II, bone acidic

glycoprotein,…) are highly anionic proteins, contain high proportions of negatively charged

aspartic acid and gamma-carboxyglutamic acid (Gla) and have high affinity for Ca2+ and

hydroxyapatite. Mainly Gla residues are known to bind strongly to calcium and all of its

precipitating  salts.  NCPs  are  critical  to  the  establishment  and  regulation  of  mineralization

since type I collagen dissociated from NCPs is incapable of supporting hydroxyapatite

formation (92). Together with the whole family of bone-morphogenetic-proteins (BMPs),

their role has been studied extensively in normal bone formation and in pathological

dystrophic vascular calcification related to atherosclerosis (93;94). A wide variety of

mesenchymal cells and inflammatory cells are able to synthesize the specific NCPs required
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to promote and regulate the development of a mineralized matrix. The strong chemotactic

properties of NCPs may further promote cell recruitment and continued matrix protein

expression. NCPs have been detected in atherosclerotic plaques and in calcified arteries and

native valves (95). Obviously, we are dealing with living tissues here where living fibroblasts,

smooth muscle cells, macrophages,… respond and interact to bio-hormonal stimuli. The exact

role of this wide array of complex proteins in the calcification of fixed bioprosthetic valve

tissue is far from elucidated.

Different NCPs are present in close anatomic proximity with zones of calcification in

degenerated bioprosthetic valves (92). The main cell type expressing these proteins at the

surface of the bioprostheses are macrophages, but infiltration with other cell types such as T-

lymphocytes, monocytes and mesenchymal cells is also described (92). All these cell types

are able to synthesize osteopontin, osteonectin and other NCPs.

Osteocalcin exhibits high affinity for calcium, phospholipids and hydroxyapatite. Osteocalcin

can be passively absorbed from plasma but it can also be expressed in situ by infiltrating cells.

The presence of NCPs such as osteocalcin and osteopontin has been demonstrated in

clinically explanted calcified bioprostheses (96) and in calcified tissues from rat subdermal

models (97), so the adsorption of these proteins may have a role.

Since many of these NCPs are vitamin-K dependent proteins, attempts to inhibit bioprosthetic

tissue calcification with high-dose warfarin therapy have been performed (41;97), without

success however.

3.7 Enzymes: phosphatases and proteinases.

Glutaraldehyde treated tissues have always been regarded as resistant to enzymatic

degradation, including enzymes released from dead cells because all proteins are subject to

chemical crosslinking. However, different studies have revealed that a variety of enzymes,

either originating from the fixed tissue itself or infiltrating from host blood or host cells, can

remain their activity. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) has an important function in the

pathogenesis of mineral nucleation in bone and has a role in pathological vascular and non-

vascular  calcification.  ALP  is  able  to  boost  local  PO4
3- concentrations by the hydrolysis of

organic phosphates. Following standard glutaraldehyde fixation, considerable ALP activity

remains present in pericardial tissue (98;99). Further ultrastructural studies show enzymatic

reaction products along membranes of endothelial cells and interstitial fibroblasts, the sites of

early calcific deposits in bioprosthetic valves (98;99). This means that the widely held view

that glutaraldehyde eliminates all metabolic activities of bioprosthetic tissue might be
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inaccurate and examination of the role of ALP and other phosphatases may stimulate

approaches for inhibiting calcification.

Next  to  ALP,  there  are  the  matrix-metalloproteinases  (MMPs),  a  family  of  Zn2+-dependent

endopeptidases who contribute to tissue remodelling and repair. MMPs are produced by

several cell types including fibroblasts, macrophages, endothelial cells, eosinophils,…

Concerning their possible involvement in tissue degradation (with subsequent calcification),

MMPs such as collagenase and elastase have been demonstrated to be actively present in

glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic cusp and wall tissue (34). Tissue proteases were found both in

soluble form, as well as covalently immobilized to the crosslinked matrix. And we know that

both damaged collagen as damaged elastin not only leads to tissue failure, but also enhances

collagen- and  elastin-mediated  calcification. Further research is required to establish whether

the removal of these enzymatic activities or inhibiting them using specific TIMPs (tissue

inhibitors of matrix proteinases) can enhance the longevity of biomaterials.

3.8 Altered calcium metabolism in the host.

The non-normocalcemic host (chronic renal failure, hyperparathyroidism,…) will reveal early

and rapid calcification of an implanted bioprosthesis (100). Disturbances of mineral

metabolism such as hyperphosphatemia and hypercalcemia contribute importantly to tissue

calcification. In ectopic calcification, mechanisms include not only passive precipitation of

elevated ions but also actively induced changes in vascular smooth muscle cell behaviour

towards an osteoblast-like phenotype. Specific calcium-regulatory proteins may act locally or

systemically. Dysregulations of calcification inhibitors, including fetuin-A, matrix Gla

protein, osteoprotegerin, and pyrophosphates may also be pathophysiologically relevant

factors.

3.9 Immune responses.

Unlike the situation in cryopreserved homografts, where the immune response towards the

valve is important (101), the role of immunologic reactions in bioprosthetic tissue

calcification is probably limited. Although 1) experimental animals can be sensitized to both

fresh and cross-linked bioprosthetic valve tissues (102); 2) antibodies to valve components

can be detected in some patients following valve dysfunction (103) and 3) failed tissue valves

often have mononuclear inflammation, no definite role has been demonstrated for circulating

macromolecules or immunocompetent cells. In particular, the presence of mononuclear cells

in a failed tissue valve does not equate to immunologic rejection. In all papers attempting to
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demonstrate immune-mediated injury, no evidence is presented to suggest that the

mononuclear inflammatory cells are causing functional valve degeneration. Experiments in

congenitally athymic mice (lacking normal T-cell function) have shown similar calcification

compared to calcium levels in normal mice in subcutaneously implanted fragments (104).

Also the morphologic characteristics of the calcification were the same in both groups, with

dystrophic mineralization of the spongiosa predominating. Thus, normal T-lymphocyte

function is not necessary for porcine bioprosthetic calcification, and immunologic processes

do not contribute to this process (97;105).

3.10 Infection.

Clinical experience learns that infection of a bioprosthetic valve will lead to rapid

calcification (106). Also experimentally it is known that tissue valves affected by endocarditis

calcify extensively. Whether this is still intrinsic tissue mineralization or predominantly

extrinsic calcific deposits in vegetations is unclear. The mechanisms involved are unclear but

the severe inflammatory and infectious processes that take place at the level of an infected

valve, with the secretion of several mediators, lytic enzymes and chemo-attractants, has to be

detrimental for tissue stability and integrity.

4. Anticalcification treatments.

Analogous to any new or modified drug or device, a potential antimineralization treatment

must meet rigorous efficacy and safety requirements. Investigations of an anticalcification

strategy must demonstrate both the effectiveness of the therapy and the absence of adverse

effects. The treatment should not impede valve performance such as hemodynamics and

durability. Adverse effects in this setting could include systemic or local toxicity, tendency

toward thrombosis on infection, induction of immunologic effects, or structural degradation,

with either immediate loss of mechanical properties or premature deterioration and failure.

There are several instances in which an antimineralization treatment contributed to

unacceptable degradation of the tissue.

4.1 Non-glutaraldehyde based tissue fixation.

Implanting xenogeneic biological tissue requires a chemical process that stabilizes the tissue

and protects it from immunologic and enzymatic attack. The processes developed to date have
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been based on crosslinking with chemical agents of which glutaraldehyde is indisputably the

most widely used. The controversial status of glutaraldehyde and possible links with tissue

calcification has triggered research groups towards new chemical agents capable of inducing

crosslinking of the side-chains of other amino acid residues then Lys and Hyl. However, the

search for an alternative crosslinker is still open (107).

Possible alternative crosslinking methodologies use glycerol (70), carbodiimide (58), acyl

azide (57;108), epoxy compounds (109), genipin (110), glutaraldehyde acetals (111),

polyethylene glycol (112), poly-acrylamide hydrogels (113),… with numerous modifications

and variations. All these tissue treatments aim at achieving a stable, crosslinked and non-

immunogenic tissue through a different type of biochemical bonds than those induced by

glutaraldehyde. Next to chemical tissue treatments, also physical methods such as ultraviolet

irradiation and dehydrothermal freeze drying have been investigated.

Despite an abundancy of experimental reports claiming tissue stability, anticalcification

potential and possible future clinical application in heart valves, none of these alternative

crosslinkers have made a clinical breakthrough. An exception has to be made for dye-

mediated photo-oxidation (DMPO). In DMPO, methylene blue and light are used to create

crosslinks in biological tissue without the use of aldehyde chemistry (114). The tissue is

placed in a phosphate-buffered saline solution containing the photo-active methylene blue

dye. Light of an appropriate wavelength is used to activate the dye catalyst. Oxygen reacts

with the dye to form highly reactive oxygen free radicals, which in turn interact with specific

amino acid side chains to form new crosslinks (114;115). Both photo-oxidized pericardial and

porcine tissue has been investigated quite extensively with promising results towards

biostability, softness, pliability and calcification resistance (114;116). Unfortunately a

negative clinical experience, with design-related valve failures in a stented prosthesis with

photo-oxidized pericardium, has blunted further developments in this promising tissue

treatment (117).

4.2 Surfactants (detergents).

Detergents act by two mechanisms. First, in removing acidic phospholipids, and second, in

reducing phospholipid insudation due to the hydrophobic barrier preventing their penetration

into valve tissue. Possible detergents are sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), polysorbate-80

(Tween-80), Triton-X-100, N-lauryl sarcosine,… Not all detergents can be used to treat

valvular tissue since some (Triton-X-100 and N-lauryl sarcosine) induce alterations that

decrease the durability of the valves (118), despite the fact that they are the most efficient
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detergents. Substances such as SDS and Tween-80 are applied in currently clinical used

bioprostheses. Both treatments have demonstrated successful antimineralization properties in

subcutaneous models (32;119), while the results with SDS in circulatory models are

controversial (65). Tween-80 seems to perform better.

4.3 Alcohols.

Delipidating agents such as methanol/chloroform and ethanol act by removing phospolipids.

In pericardial tissue, selective lipid extraction using chloroform/methanol had no effect on

tissue stability and showed less calcium accumulation compared to glutaraldehyde-treated

controls in rat models (33). After accelerated wear testing however, the delipidated samples

calcified in the zones that underwent mechanical stress (120). The use of delipidating agents

require long-term studies to test the influence of such treatments on tissue properties. Ethanol

has been shown to affect multiple components of valvular tissue (121). Ethanol pre-treatment

induced conformational changes in cuspal collagen (documented through infrared

spectroscopy), reduced in vitro cholesterol uptake by cusps, increased resistance to

collagenase digestion and reduced water content of cusps (121). Cuspal glutaraldehyde

content was not changed by ethanol pretreatment. Although these changes can result in

significant reductions in calcification potential in rats, the question remains whether these

alterations in ultrastructure will not result in deteriorated mechanical properties. Ethanol in

sheep circulatory studies is able to prevent cusp calcification (65).

4.4 Amino-oleic-acid.

Although exact mechanisms of action are unknown, 2-alpha-amino-oleic acid (AOA) is able

to mitigate cusp calcification (122;123). It is hypothesized that AOA covalently binds, due to

a Schiff base reaction, to free aldehyde groups of tissue-bound glutaraldehyde. Next to

blocking or reducing the free aldehyde groups, reduced calcium diffusion through AOA-

treated leaflets is thought to be part of the AOA mechanism. AOA inhibition of cusp

calcification in rat subdermal implants is exposure time-dependent with maximum treatment

time (120 h) resulting in the lowest calcium levels. AOA has poor results as a chemical

treatment on the aortic wall portion, certainly in stentless valves (65;124). Possible

explanation is limited penetration and binding of AOA into the aortic wall tissue, with AOA

levels being consistently lower than that of the cusps after the same exposure times (124).
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4.5 Cations.

The use of trivalent cations like Al3+ and Fe3+ originates from the occurrence of osteomalacia

in renal dialysis patients. Patients in chronic renal failure accumulate high Al3+ levels, with

disturbed bone mineralization as a consequence. This observation led to strategies using

metallic salts containing Al3+ and  Fe3+ as  a  tissue  treatment  to  prevent  calcification.  Tissue

incubation in solutions such as AlCl3 and FeCl3 have shown markedly inhibited calcification

in rat models (125). The action mechanism is not clear but morphological studies have

localized both cations at the level of devitalized connective tissue cells, suggesting that the

mode of action is likely related to the high affinity of these cations for membrane associated

and other intracellular PO4
3- loci (125). This means Al3+ and Fe3+ can act by forming

complexes with phosphate, thereby displacing calcium. This is in the short term however,

because the low solubility product of calcium salts and the calcium concentration in blood

could lead to removal of Al3+ and Fe3+ in the medium- or long-term. Pretreatment of tissue

with AlCl3 also inhibited alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity which will result in less

mineralization (126). Unfortunately, in a circulatory sheep model of mitral valve replacement,

Al3+ treatment results in higher cusp calcification, necessitating a differential pre-treatment of

the cusp and aortic wall in order to avoid Al3+-induced calcification in the leaflets (127;128).

From successful results in mitigating aortic wall calcification with AlCl3 pretreatment in rat

models, a possible protective effect of Al3+ on elastin was hypothesized (43). Using isolated

elastin preparations, elastic-fiber oriented calcification is indeed less after Al3+ treatment.

Aluminum binds to elastin at similar neutral binding sites (peptide carbonyl groups) and

causes structural changes in the spatial conformation of elastic fibers, demonstrated by

spectroscopy (43). The aluminum ion binding can hypothetically block calcium from binding

or interacting with elastin. It is however still uncertain whether Al3+ will be sufficient to

prevent aortic wall calcification when tested in adequate sheep models.

4.6 Diphosphonates.

Diphosphonates (or biphosphonates or amino-diphosponates) act by inhibiting calcium

phosphate crystal growth and are able to bind covalently to residual glutaraldehyde.

Diphosphonates can either be injected systemically (129) or it can be used to pretreat the

valvular tissue by incubating the tissue in it (130). Ethane hydroxydiphosphonate (EHB) and

related compounds are drugs used in humans for pathologic calcification disorders like

hypercalcemia. These drugs inhibit alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and interfere in calcium-

phosphate crystal formation but also affect normal bone formation. EHB injections or
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diphosphonates covalently linked to the valve tissue have been investigated experimentally

with reduced calcium levels compared to glutaraldehyde-fixed controls. Unfortunately, many

problems related to side-effects and drug delivery (effect on bone formation, limited

durability of the drug, washout effect of blood) limit further clinical use.

4.7 Other strategies and combination treatments.

When reviewing experimental literature regarding antimineralization treatments, numerous

agents and products can be retrieved. Some have shown promising results and have

applications in clinical products, others remain experimental. These treatments include No

React, glutamic acid, urazole, homocysteinic acid, Bilinx, toluidine blue, polyacrylamide,

tannic acid,... and many others. No-React is a proprietary combination treatment involving

heparin, applied in some clinically available products. Bilinx is a combination treatment of

ethanol and Al3+. Main focus is application in stentless valves, to avoid both cusp and wall

mediated calcification. Tannic acid is a plant polyphenol, known to form multiple bonds with

proteins rich in proline, such as elastin (131). Treatment of aortic wall samples with tannic

acid, after standard glutaraldehyde fixation increased resistance to elastase and reduced wall

calcification.

4.8 Acellularization.

Given the importance of the cellular component in bioprosthesis calcification, efforts have

been made not only to diminish the total phospholipid content by detergents, but also to

accomplish complete acellularization. Removal of cells and cell remnants can be performed

through several protocols: sequential freeze-thawing of tissue to reach osmotic disruption of

cells, extensive rinsing in detergents, treatment in enzymatic solutions containing DNase and

RNase, etc… One porcine acellular valve construct has reached clinical use for right

ventricular outflow tract reconstruction, but with the additional tissue protection using

cryopreservation as in homografts (132). Whether these acellular, unfixed constructs will

repopulate with cells is unclear, and their behaviour in left-sided implantations is uncertain

(133). Experimental evidence accumulates that acellularization as such is not the final answer.

There is a need for an additional tissue fixation or a treatment that stimulates rapid

recellularization with host cells (134;135).
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4.9 Materials other than porcine or bovine tissue.

Experimental work is performed on using several other tissue sources, among which kangaroo

aortic valve tissue (136), equine pericardial tissue (137) and bovine jugular vein tissue (138).

Both experimental results as preliminary clinical data concerning the bovine jugular vein

constructs, do not show superior characteristics so far.

5. Calcification of the porcine aortic wall.

The main  goal  of  this  thesis  study  is  to  focus  on  the  calcification  of  the  porcine  aortic  wall

portion in bioprosthetic valves. The aortic wall portion has never been of specific interest to

valve  researchers  until  quite  recently  with  the  introduction  of  stentless  valves.  The  existing

experimental and clinical knowledge concerning the problem of bioprosthetic wall

mineralization is limited. From our own earlier studies, we already learned that the sheep

model with pulmonary valve implantation does result in a reliable, reproducible and clinically

representative form of wall mineralization in various types of stentless valves (116;139-142).

Unfortunately, the sheep model of valve implantation is rather complex, expensive, time-

consuming  and  does  not  allow  the  implantation  of  differentially  treated  tissues  into  one

animal. The development of a more simplified model for wall calcification is thus an

important and essential element. Through the comparison of standard glutaraldehyde-fixed

porcine aortic wall samples in 4 different positions (rat subcutaneous – sheep subcutaneous –

sheep jugular vein – sheep carotid artery), we learned that the implantation of wall samples in

the wall of the jugular vein results in a reproducible degree of aortic wall calcification. Both

the magnitude of the mineralization (calcium content) as the histological and ultrastructural

morphology resembles our obtained results in the complex model of valve replacement

(66;78;134). The ‘jugular vein model’ enables us to implant a series of differentially treated

tissue samples into one single animal, thereby significantly decreasing the number of animals

required to study a set of treatments or tissues.

5.1 Initiation.

The experiments with explants serially in time, with tissue explantations in early stages,

shows  us  the  initial  phase  of  porcine  aortic  wall  calcification.  From  our  earlier  work  we

already learned that 1-week and 2-week implantation periods are insufficient to produce a

recognizable degree of wall calcification (in contrast to the situation with cuspal tissue) (78).
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Therefore, we chose to work with 8-week and 12-week implant periods. In all 8-week explant

samples of standard glutaraldehyde-fixed aortic wall, the initial sites of mineralization were

located exactly in between elastic fibers. This suggests an important role of cells (most likely

smooth muscle cells) and their remnants in the initiation of wall mineralization. The location

of these early deposits was shown by standard histological stainings (Von Kossa), completed

by ultrastructural imaging using transmission electron microscopy. Initial calcific debris

occurs at the level of membranes, membrane remnants, cell nuclei, etc…leaving the elastic

fiber unaffected. Concerning results from early explanted tissue, only one study reports early

explants of porcine cusp tissue in a rat subcutaneous model (143): calcification is described to

initiate first predominantly in cell nuclei before extending to the other structures.

Our results are confirmed by histological imaging using fluorescent light. Elastic fibers have

the property of ‘auto-fluorescence’ and can be visualized in the absence of a specific staining

for elastin. This way, the elastic fibers can be illuminated on Von Kossa preparations,

revealing the occurrence of calcific debris outside the fibers. Other research groups refer to

these findings and have adopted the auto-fluorescence technique to visualize elastin in

bioprosthetic valve tissue (144).

5.2 The elastin hypothesis.

Aortic wall tissue contains a lot of elastin. Formulating a hypothesis in which the elastic fiber

plays an important role in bioprosthetic wall calcification is tempting and plausible. Also, it is

known that elastin itself is  able  to  calcify  or  at  least  takes  some  part  in  several

biomineralization processes (other then bioprosthetic mineralization). The arguments in

favour of elastic fiber mineralization originate from research fields quite different from the

situation of biological heart valves. First, in the native aorta of aging people (8th and  9th

decade), calcification of the tunica media independent from atherosclerosis is clinically well

known. The mechanism of this aortic wall stiffening and mineralization is completely

revealed down to the molecular level and involves specific changes in the composition of

amino-acid side chains in elastin (47-49;145). The elastic fiber collects a higher amount of

polar (negatively charged) side chains and consequently attracts and binds calcium. Secondly,

research towards biomineralization processes in bone, in soft tissue such as native aortic

valves and in atherosclerosis have demonstrated a possible role for elastin (45;46). Damaged

elastic fibers can calcify as such, and the degradation products of a damaged and fragmented

elastic fiber have the ability to provoke osteogenic processes, at least in an in vivo situation

(44). Thirdly, research on isolated elastic fibers (in subcutaneous small animal models) and
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research in in vitro models revealed specific biochemical properties of the elastic fiber,

enabling it to attract and bind calcium even at neutral  binding sites (44;146).

Taking these observations of elastin-based calcification processes into account, it is not

surprising that researchers have translated or transposed these findings to the situation in the

bioprosthetic aortic wall. Supported by the fact that elastin is unprotected and unfixed by

glutaraldehyde (43), they hypothesize that the elastic fiber in a bioprosthesis will become

damaged, fragmented and ultimately calcify (144). Experimental evidence for this elastin-

based wall calcification is provided and already a few reports have been published

(44;131;144;147). Unfortunately, the experimental settings used are always either in vitro

models or subcutaneous rat models, frequently avoiding the use of intact fixed aortic wall

samples  but  using  pure  elastin,  either  chemically  isolated  from  wall  samples  or  simply

commercially available elastin in different forms (43;44;144). Only one study reports

experimental evidence obtained in a sheep model of valve replacement, but a model of mitral

valve replacement with a stented prosthesis is used (147). We have shown that both the

stented design (with only minimal incorporation of aortic wall) as the use of mitral valve

position, results in a low degree of aortic wall calcification (65). And in our model of mitral

valve replacement with stented valves, all of the the currently existing antimineralization

treatments are able to reduce or prevent calcification of the (small) aortic wall portion.

We  do  not  want  to  state  that  there  is  no  role  for  elastin  in  the  whole  process  of  wall

calcification. In end stadia of wall calcification (in importantly calcified wall fragments in

stentless valves), the calcific aggregate spreads across the different layers of the tunica media.

Therefore, we believe that elastin certainly does interact and plays a certain role. But in the

initial phases, the phases where the first mineral deposits are formed, we believe elastin has

only limited contribution whereas cells and cellular remnants are far more important.

5.3 Influencing factors.

The influence of several host- and implant-related factors on aortic wall mineralization is

studied. Some of these factors are important for purely experimental reasons (species, blood

contact, implant duration), others may have clinical relevance (age, arterial pressure, valve

design).

1. Species. Rat subcutaneous models result in rapid calcification of both cuspal as

wall tissue. However, discrepancies do exist between explanted samples from both

species. We believe it is possible that, next to the magnitude of tissue calcification,

also the mechanisms causing tissue calcification could differ. A more elaborate
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discussion concerning the choice of animal model is included in the next

paragraph (see below Animal models).

2. Blood contact. Blood exposure is an absolute requisite for an experimental model

to obtain a clinically representative image of porcine aortic wall calcification.

3. Age. Animal  age  is  an  important  factor  in  models  for  bioprosthetic  tissue

mineralization. The extent and speed of tissue calcification will be higher in

younger animals. Most important for an experimental study is that all animals

within the study are within the same (close) age range in order to make results

comparable.

4. Implant duration. Chapter 5 contains data comparing 3 months and 6 months

explants in large animal models of valve replacement. For aortic wall

mineralization, we do not find a significant increase of calcium content levels after

3 months.

5. Valve design. Chapter 5 clearly shows the difference in aortic wall calcification in

stented versus stentless valves. This may not be so surprising given the difference

in amount of aortic wall “substrate” is incorporated in the valve. Still this

observation is important: the study towards preventive treatments for wall

mineralization has to be performed using a stentless valve design in a pulmonary

valve replacement experimental protocol.

6. Arterial pressure. Hemodynamic stress is important for cusp calcification (see

earlier paragraph in the Discussion), but the effect of stress on wall mineralization

is much less clear. We have not found any difference in explanted wall samples

from the jugular vein and the carotid artery, neither in global extent of

mineralization, nor in calcium content levels or in histological or ultrastructural

presentation.

5.4 Animal models.

Implicit in our work over the years is the hypothesis that calcification in experimental models

and clinical bioprostheses share common pathophysiology and that the pathology,

pathophysiology, and prevention of bioprosthetic tissue calcification can be investigated using

experimental models. Already in the early eighties, Michael Jones from the National Heart,

Lung and Blood Institute (United States) develops the juvenile sheep model for bioprosthetic

heart valve testing, after implanting over 1500 valves in young sheep (148). Since then,

numerous in vivo and in vitro models have been used to study the initiation and progression
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of dystrophic calcification of bioprosthetic heart valves (149). Bioprosthetic tissue calcifies

progressively and rapidly in immature animals, analogous to the accelerated rate of

calcification in young patients discussed previously. Calcification to a degree similar to that

encountered in clinical specimens is achieved within 3 weeks in tissue implanted

subcutaneously in 3-week-old weanling rats. Sheep mitral valve implants accumulate similar

levels of mineral in 3 to 5 months.

Without any doubt, circulatory in vivo models are the most predictive of the success of a new

valve design or anticalcification scheme, but these experiments are time consuming and

expensive. An appealing alternative to circulatory implantation is the subcutaneous rat model.

This model is inexpensive and calcification occurs rapidly. Unfortunately, several

inconsistencies exist between results from rat models and studies in larger animals. Some

anticalcification methods work well in the subcutaneous model but are ineffective in the

circulatory  model  (149).  The  examples  of  tissue  treatments  with  fabulous  results  in  rats  are

numerous: genipin, diisocyanates, glutaraldehyde acetals, polyethylene glycol, detoxificating

amino acids,  metal  ions  such  as  Fe2+ and Al3+ in combination with SDS or biphosphonates,

etc… (150). Although all of them, tested in a subcutaneous rat model, had promising results,

none of them has made it to further development so far.

The extent of calcification and the precise morphology of deposits as seen in the histologic

slides from sheep experiments is considerably different from that seen in slides from rat

subcutaneous explants. This is an important observation and it demonstrates that the

subcutaneous model cannot completely duplicate the response observed in an orthotopic valve

replacement. It may provide some indication, but the in vivo response of a host to a product in

the bloodstream, and the effects of dynamic stress, can only be evaluated in a model such a

the sheep or, most accurately, in the clinical setting. Thus, data regarding anticalcification

treatments obtained from subcutaneous implantation studies in small animal models should be

interpreted cautiously and validated by studies with intracardiac valvular implantation in large

animals (118). Also in our own work we have described discrepancies between results from

rat and sheep experiments. It is not impossible that the pathophysiological mechanisms

causing biomineralization in rat differ from those responsible for valve calcification in large

animals (and in humans). Rat subcutaneous models still have their place as screening tests to

reach large sample sizes in short time frames, but rat findings must be validated in large

animal models of valve implantation (1;32;150-152). Despite this, the use of rat models is still

frequently encountered in current bioprosthetic valve research (148).
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In vitro models would provide the most convenient method for testing new anticalcification

strategies but, to date, no in vitro test system has been developed that produces calcification of

a rate and morphology comparable to in vivo models. The effects of collagen damage and cell

extraction on calcification of porcine aortic valve cusps are studied both in vitro and in the

subcutaneous rat model, and significant differences in the patterns of mineralization were

reported (149). The use of in vitro models of calcification is reported (153;154), but their use

to elucidate calcification mechanisms or to test anticalcification strategies is minimal.

5.5 64-slice CT-scanning.

The use of 64-slice CT-scanning improved our current explantation and analysis protocols for

explanted bioprostheses. Standard investigation of explanted bioprosthetic tissue involves

macroscopy,  X-ray,  histology  (with  ultrastructural  imaging)  and  calcium  content

determination. The 64-slice CT investigation is easy to perform and is completely non-

destructive for the valvular tissue that remains available for further processing.

Concerning the visualization of wall calcification, the imaging delivers better radiographic

views compared to the standard X-ray images. The valve can be investigated completely,

while X-ray imaging, histology and calcium content investigations are performed on a

sectioned part of the valve. As we see on the reconstructed 3D-images, aortic wall

calcification (and also cusp calcification in other valves) is never homogeneously spread

throughout the tissue. On the contrary, calcific deposits are always irregularly bordered and

unequally scattered over the tissue. Choosing one part of the valve for histology, and another

for calcium content determination may result in missing calcific deposits. The unequal spread

also explains the numerical distribution of calcium content values which is always skewed

and far from a normal distribution (65).

6. Aortic wall calcification in other settings.

6.1 Aortic wall calcification associated with atherosclerosis.

The pathogenesis of atherosclerosis involves local vascular injury, inflammation, oxidative

stress and wall calcification. Vascular wall calcification has long been regarded as

characteristic for late stages of atherosclerosis. However, recent studies identified vascular

calcification already in early stages of atherosclerosis. Its degree correlates with local vascular

inflammation and with the overall impact and the progression of atherosclerosis.
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Although previously believed to be a passive, degenerative process, there is increasing

evidence that arterial calcification is actually an active, regulated process, which is in many

ways similar to bone formation (155). Citing all relevant publications investigating the

mechanisms linking atherosclerosis and arterial wall calcification is beyond the scope of this

manuscript, but all the following pathways or mechanisms have been documented:

hyperoxidation of lipids, calcifiable matrix vesicles and mitochondria, bone morphogenetic

proteins, osteopontin, osteocalcin, proteolipids,… Over the last decade, diverse and highly

regulated molecular signaling cascades controlling vascular calcification have been described.

Local and circulating molecules such as osteoprogerin, leptin and matrix Gla protein were

identified as critical regulators of vascular calcification. The current knowledge on molecular

pathways of vascular calcification and their relevance for the progression of atherosclerosis is

recently published in a large review (156).

All of the mechanisms involved in the atherosclerosis-related aortic wall calcification

implicate the presence of living cells (smooth muscle cells, macrophages, fibroblasts,…)

inside or near the calcifying atherosclerotic region. Tissue mineralization here involves a

complex interaction of cells and regulatory extracellular matrix components. Therefore,

extrapolating these findings as such to the situation in bioprostheses is probably not correct.

6.2 Aortic wall calcification associated with the aging native aortic wall.

The elastic fibers in the aortic media endure several changes with advancing age. The aged

elastic fiber includes a diminished amount of structural proteins, an increasing content of

polar amino-acids (aspartic and glutamic acid) and introduction of carbonyl groups into amino

acid residues. The fiber becomes thus more susceptible to the activity of elastase, it may

totally disintegrate and calcify (48). These age-related chemical changes in elastin can occur

independent of the onset and evolution of atheromatous lesions (49). Also here, a clear link to

bioprosthetic wall mineralization is unclear. Elastin in a native aortic wall is surrounded by

living smooth muscle cells, has interaction with infiltrating blood elements, etc…. In a

glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine aortic wall, none of this is present.

6.3 Aortic wall calcification associated with homografts.

A theoretical advantage of cryopreserved allograft valves over glutaraldehyde fixed

bioprostheses is maintenance of interstitial and endothelial cell viability, potentially enabling

remodeling, scavenging and thrombo-resistance. However, histological studies have

documented a consistent and marked paucity of viable cuspal cells in cryopreserved allograft
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valves implanted for any time over 2 months (157;158). The lack of viable cells reflects the

cumulative damage of ischemia before and after harvest, cryopreservation, thawing and

implantation trauma. Loss of cellularity in endothelium and connective tissue cells is

demonstrated (159).

Calcification in cryopreserved allograft valves is most prominent in the wall portion. This

wall calcification is even the major failure mode for cryopreserved allografts (157). Again, it

is difficult to extrapolate findings in homografts to the bioprosthetic situation since both

substrates are quite different: cryopreserved human tissue vs. chemically fixed xenogenic

tissue. Contrary to the situation in glutaraldehyde-fixed bioprostheses, specific immunologic

reactions do play an important role in homografts (101).

7. Prevention of wall calcification.

7.1 Currently available antimineralization treatments in glutaraldehyde-fixed valves.

In stented valves, all of the tested tissue treatments (AOA, SDS, Linx and octanediol) perform

better then the controls regarding wall calcification. In stentless valves, none of the available

treatments (AOA, Tween-80, NoReact) is able to mitigate wall mineralization. When

exposing a glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine aortic wall to the circulation, no current treatment is

able to prevent or even reduce the calcium content levels.

7.2 Aluminum treatment.

Aluminum treatment of porcine aortic wall  tissue as performed in the stentless prosthesis of

our most recent study will not be able to prevent aortic wall mineralization (see Chapter 6).

Cells and cellular remnants, which are in our opinion the most important nucleators for

bioprosthetic wall mineralization, are still present. The hypothesis regarding elastin-based

wall calcification is mainly built around findings in native human tissue and experiments

involving isolated elastin fibers in rat subcutaneous models or in vitro models (see above The

elastin hypothesis). The protective effect of aluminum on wall calcification in a sheep model

is disputable: a stented valve type was placed in mitral position (160). Many currently

available antimineralization treatment are able to prevent of diminish wall calcification in

stented valves (65).
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7.3 Acellularization.

Based on our findings of the cell-mediated character of initial wall calcification, acellularized

wall samples are made. Removal of cells from the aortic wall leads to significantly diminished

levels of tissue mineralization, which confirms our hypothesis regarding the importance of the

cellular fraction in wall calcification. Implanting acellular tissue as such is obviously not a

solution: it leads to the invasion of the tissue with an important inflammatory response. The

creation and implantation of acellular, xenogenic scaffolds is however still of interest, at least

in experimental settings. In tissue engineering strategies, such unfixed acellular constructs are

used in an effort to obtain valve repopulation with autologous, endogenous cells (161;162). In

our experience, the inflammation in acellular xenogenic tissue leads to tissue destruction. And

in these explants, we do observe a possible role for the elastic fiber: elastic fiber are

fragmented, degenerate and subsequently calcify. It is in this specific experimental setting that

we observe initial phases of mineralization in damaged elastic fibers.

It is clear that an additional tissue fixation after the acellularization process is necessary.

Standard glutaraldehyde fixation seems unfavourable, probably due to the possible negative

role of glutaraldehyde itself. Dye-mediated photo-oxidation seems the only current tissue

treatment that is able to produce an acellular and stable construct (see below). Recent clinical

use of an acellularized, unfixed but cryopreserved porcine graft renders poor results

(133;163).

7.4 Photo-oxidation.

Dye-mediated photo-oxidation is able to prevent porcine aortic wall calcification. The tissues

that underwent the photo-oxidation process revealed perfect acellularization with additional

tissue cross-linking through the photo-oxidation process. Results from both the simplified

model (134), as the model of valve implantation in sheep (116) show extremely low degrees

of calcification. The only question that is still unanswered in photo-oxidized porcine wall

tissue is its long-term mechanical stability.

7.5 Alternatives to the porcine aortic wall.

Three major alternatives to porcine aortic wall tissue can be used to construct a stentless,

conduit-like valve. Two of these are commercially available. The results from our experiences

with these other tissues lay beyond the scope of this thesis manuscript but are all published

(65;138;164).
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Instead of porcine aortic wall, we studied the behaviour of grafts constructed from porcine

pulmonary valves (164). The degree of wall mineralization occurring in these grafts

resembled the calcification in porcine aortic wall tissue, which is an observation unfavourable

for the elastin hypothesis since the pulmonary wall contains less elastin, but an equal amount

of cells when compared to aortic wall tissue.

Valves from bovine jugular vein, as well as from bovine pericardial tissue, are both less prone

to calcification when used as wall material for a stentless valve (65;138). Obviously the use of

these materials dramatically changes the global design of the valve and the surgical strategies

for implantation. At this moment, bovine jugular vein grafts are used in congenital surgery for

right ventricular outflow tract reconstructions and they serve as a valved conduit for

percutaneous valve delivery devices. Pericardial tissue as wall portion is used in the Shelhigh

stentless conduit, designed for Bentall procedures with a biological graft. Both grafts deliver

good clinical results, but long-term follow-up is lacking.

8. The stentless valve.

After the introduction of the first clinically available stentless prostheses, the hemodynamic

characteristics were intensively compared with their stented counterparts. In theory, the

stentless valve should demonstrate superior hemodynamic features in terms of transvalvular

pressure gradients, effective orifice area, and more complete regression of left ventricular

hypertrophy with subsequently a more favourable long-term outcome for the patient (165). In

the early phases, the stentless valve is compared to first-generation porcine bioprostheses (e.g.

Hancock). Here, early hemodynamics and even early survival show up to be in favour of the

stentless valve (166) and belief in the stentless strategy grew. However, with the advent of the

(clearly improved) second- and third-generation stented bioprostheses, the difference in

outcome and hemodynamics between stented and stentless valves disappeared (13-15). There

is one exception. When stentless valves are implanted in their full root configuration

(performing root replacement), postoperative hemodynamics are better (11;167;168).

Obviously, it is precisely in the full root configuration that the largest portion of aortic wall

tissue is implanted in the patient. Whether the improved hemodynamics in these full root

stentless valve implants will remain present after their wall portion starts to calcify, is still an

open question.
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9. Future directions.

Further research with valve implantations in pulmonary and mitral position with both

clinically available as pre-clinical, experimental valve designs are still ongoing.

New research directions are being started including a new program directed towards fresh,

cryopreserved homograft valves. Sheep homografts will be harvested and processed exactly

as human homograft valves. Plans are made to produce an acellular sheep homograft valve.

Concerning the 64-slice CT-scanning, future sheep with experimental valves and homografts

implanted will be sedated and investigated with this CT methodology at several moments in

time during their implant period. 3D reconstruction and image substraction techniques will

allow us to visualize wall calcification in vivo.

All the observations with regard to bioprosthesis degeneration and calcification reveal the

great potential of the tissue engineering strategy. Unfortunately, in valve tissue engineering,

there are still some hurdles to take. Any appropriately layered tissue-engineered valve

composed of collagenous and noncollagenous elements containing the requisite endothelial

and interstitial cells, will be a significant advance if and only if those cells are capable of

renewing the complex extracellular matrix elements progressively degraded during function

and if no new complications are introduced. In particular, considerable research will be

necessary on (a) the progressive evolution of the engineered structure; (b) gene expression,

function,  and  content  of  viable  cells;  (c)  the  composition  and  organization  of  the  collagen,

elastin,  and  glycosaminoglycans  and  (d)  the  effect  of  mechanical  stress  on  cellular  growth,

gene expression, cell–cell interactions, and cell–matrix interaction.
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Summary.

Tissue heart valves are an essential component of the surgical armamentarium used to manage

severe valvular heart disease. Nevertheless, durability limitations stemming from both calcific

and noncalcific tissue deterioration significantly inhibit more widespread tissue valve success

and thereby use (169). In each type of bioprosthesis, the observed pathology relates to key

differences between the valve substitute and a natural living valve:

1. The  cells  of  the  bioprosthesis  are  no  longer  viable  and  there  are  no  scavenging  or

remodeling procedures on cellular level,

2. The collagenous valve skeleton is chemically and mechanically altered by valve

preparation, handling, tissue treatments and implantation,

3. The residual matrix is not – or only limited – repopulated by recipient connective

tissue or endothelial cells,

4. The fragments of the nonviable donor cells remaining in the valve represent the

preferred loci for calcification.

In  bioprosthetic  heart  valves,  not  only  the  cusps  but  also  the  aortic  wall  portion  is  prone  to

calcification. Stentless valves offer many of the theoretical advantages of homografts such as

superior hemodynamic performance and enhanced durability, particularly when inserted as a

full root. Many of the possible advantages depend on the maintained flexibility of the aortic

wall portion. Calcification of the aortic wall will adversely affect the long-term performance

of a stentless prosthesis and it is highly likely that this will limit their durability to a similar

time span as their stented couterparts. The level of calcification can even be greater and more

likely to cause clinical problems through stiffening, embolism and/or protrusion into the

lumen of calcific masses.

Experimental animal models are able to mimic clinically observed calcification patterns. The

model of pulmonary valve replacement in growing sheep is ideal to study the behaviour and

calcification  potential  of  a  stentless  prosthesis.  The  simplified jugular vein model  is  able  to

produce adequate amounts of aortic wall calcification within short time frames. Subcutaneous

rat models can be used as a screening tool, but results will always need validation in larger

animals.

Within the available models, porcine aortic wall calcification is initiated in cells and cellular

remnants. None of the currently available antimineralization treatments is able to prevent wall
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calcification in stentless grafts. Treatments directed towards the prevention of elastin-based

tissue mineralization perform poor.

Preventive strategies directed against wall calcification will have to deal with the remaining

cell fraction in their prostheses, if not mineralization is likely to occur despite chemical

treatment. Acellularization is an option, but additional tissue fixation other then

glutaraldehyde is required. Photo-oxidized porcine tissue or tissue from bovine origin perform

better in calcification potential but mechanical stability and stress-resistance are still in doubt.
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Samenvatting.

Biologische kunstkleppen zijn een onmisbaar instrument geworden in de chirurgische

behandeling van klepaandoeningen. Ondanks hun voordelen blijft durabiliteit een probleem.

Zowel calcificatie als structurele weefseldegeneratie zijn de belangrijkste beperkende factoren

om deze kleppen bij nog meer patiënten te kunnen gebruiken. In eender welk type van

bioprothese spelen een aantal sleutelelementen een rol in de processen van calcificatie en

degeneratie:

1. Cellen in een bioprothese zijn dood. Ook is in het weefsel geen opruim- of

herstelreactie actief die het avitale materiaal kan opruimen of verwijderen. Er is geen

nieuwvorming van vezels.

2. Het vezelskelet van een bioprothese is grotendeels bewaard maar toch ernstig

gewijzigd, zowel chemisch als mechanisch, als gevolg van de consecutieve

manipulaties (prelevatie, fixatie, weefselbehandeling). Repetitieve stress zal op termijn

tot structurele degeneratie leiden.

3. Klepweefsel gefixeerd door glutaaraldehyde wordt niet of in slechts beperkte mate

gerecellulariseerd.

4. De fragmenten van de dode donorcellen blijven aanwezig in het klepweefsel en

vormen de voornaamste nidus voor calcificatie.

Binnen de structuur van een bioprothese zijn niet alleen de klepbladen maar ook de aortawand

vatbaar voor calcificatie. De calcificatie van deze aortawandportie is lange tijd onbestudeerd

gebleven. Stentloze kleppen bieden een aantal hemodynamische voordelen, tenminste

wanneer ze geïmplanteerd worden als volledige wortelvervanging. De meeste van deze

voordelen zijn echter inherent verbonden aan de flexibiliteit van de aortawandportie in deze

klepprothesen. Calcificatie van de aortawand zal dus hoogstwaarschijnlijk leiden tot het

verloren gaan van het hemodynamisch voordeel. Vermoedelijk zal ook de levensduur van

deze stentloze prothesen niet beter zijn dan die van de klassieke bioprothesen.

Verscheidene experimentele diermodellen zijn in staat calcificatie in biologisch weefsel na te

bootsen. Het model van klepimplantatie in pulmonalispositie in groeiende schapen is ideaal

om calcificatie in stentloze kleppen te bestuderen. Het vereenvoudigde model met implantatie

van aortawandfragmenten in de v. jugularis bij schapen geeft een betrouwbaar en

reproduceerbaar beeld van wandcalcificatie en laat toe weefsels van verschillende origine of
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met verschillende behandelingen te vergelijken binnen een relatief korte tijdstermijn en met

een beperkt aantal dieren. Modellen die gebruik maken van subcutane implantaties in ratten

zijn bruikbaar als eerste screening voor nieuwe behandelingen, maar de bevindingen zullen

steeds getoetst moeten worden in grotere diermodellen mét bloedcontact.

Calcificatie van de aortawand uit porciene bioprothesen wordt geïnitieerd ter hoogte van dode

cellen en celresten. Geen van de huidig beschikbare anticalcificatiemiddelen is in staat

aortawandcalcificatie in stentloze kleppen te verhinderen. Ook specifieke behandelingen

gericht op de bescherming van elastine in de aortawand zijn niet in staat wandverkalking

tegen te gaan.

Teneinde porcine aortawandcalcificatie tegen te gaan zal de aanwezige celfractie (dode cellen

en celresten) verwijderd dienen te worden. Pure acellularisatie is een optie, maar additionele

weefselfixatie is een absolute vereiste. Glutaaraldehyde is daarvoor niet geschikt gezien dit

fixatief op zichzelf in staat is calcificatie uit te lokken. Kleur-gemedieerde foto-oxidatie is een

beloftevolle behandelingstechniek voor weefsel, maar mechanische stabiliteit en stress-

bestendigheid zijn mogelijk nog problematisch.
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